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Abstract
Despite the best efforts of the Federal Government to implement strategic sourc-
ing, recent Government Accountability Office (GAO) reports highlight major pro-
curement deficiencies and encourage the use of commercial best practices to identify
and reap substantial savings. The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (KPM) is considered the
premier tool for purchasing organizations to determine which commercial best prac-
tices to utilize for different categories of spend. However, critics of the KPM point to
its lack of analytical rigor and the absence of a simplistic quantitative methodology
for implementation. The Air Force Installation Contracting Agency (AFICA), the
centralized procurement arm for 79 USAF installations worldwide, desires to exploit
the KPM to determine if current contracting strategies are in line with commercial
best practices. Therefore, this research seeks to fill both an operational and research
gap. The operational gap is filled using multi-objective decision analysis (MODA) as
a framework to position installation procured goods and services within the KPM in
order to facilitate AFICAs strategic sourcing efforts. The application of MODA fills
a research gap by providing a quantitative methodology not yet found in literature.
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USING MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE DECISION ANALYSIS TO POSITION
FEDERAL PRODUCT AND SERVICE CODES WITHIN THE KRALJIC
PORTFOLIO MATRIX
I. Introduction
For the first time since its inception in 1947, the United States Air Force (USAF)
was forced to stand down “flight operations for about one-third of...active duty com-
bat units” (Pickup & Sullivan, 2013) in Fiscal Year 2013 (FY13). These actions were
triggered by sequestration whereby immediate budget cuts across the entire depart-
ment of approximately ten billion dollars were enforced. Then current Air Combat
Command (ACC) Commander, General Mike Hostage, made the following remarks:
“Historically, the Air Force has not operated under a tiered readiness construct be-
cause of the need to respond to any crisis within a matter of hours or days...The
current situation means we’re accepting risk that combat airpower may not be ready
to respond immediately to new contingencies as they occur” (Air Force News Service,
2013 (accessed: 6 October 2015)). Dr. Jamie Morin, who served as the Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force for Financial Management and Comptroller during this
same period added that the USAF should play an integral part in getting the federal
deficit under control (Air Force News Service, 2013 (accessed: 8 October 2015)).
Although sequestration during FY13 was an extreme budgetary event, budget
threats have not been foreign to the USAF and the Department of Defense (DoD)
at large in recent years. Continuing resolutions (CR), which fund the government
using the previous year’s budget, have been used every year since 2009. The most
volatile period occurred in FY11 when Congress passed seven different CRs(Gould &
1
Mehta, 2015 [accessed: 6 October 2015]). Approaching the FY16 budget cycle, the
now retired Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Martin Dempsey remarked,
“do I assess right now, as we go into the fall review for 2016 that we’re going to have
budget problems? Yes...” (Bordelon, 2014 [accessed: 6 October 2015]). General
Dempsey was accurate in that a CR was passed only hours before the end of the
last budgetary day of FY15 in order to avert a government shutdown. Although
a new National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) was signed in 2015, “funding
gaps from the 2011 Budget Control Act are set to fully return in 2016 and Congress
appears to...not support overturning the law’s sequestration mechanism” (CSBA,
2015 [accessed: 9 October 2015]). This is concerning given that the USAF continues
to fly contingency missions in austere locations such as Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan.
Moreover, approximately eleven percent of the USAF budget from FY10-14 was spent
on installation support. Without identifying ways to curb spending, the USAF may
soon be forced to face a trade-off between funding flying operations and supporting
USAF installations across the globe.
1.1 Air Force Installation Contracting Agency
The Air Force Installation Contracting Agency (AFICA) is headquartered at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio and is the sponsor of this research. Their
mission is to “provide responsive enterprise acquisition solutions to enable efficient
and effective mission and installation operations” (AFICA, 2015 [accessed: 6 October
2015]). To do this, AFICA provides contracting support to 79 USAF bases across
all nine Major Commands (MAJCOMs). From FY10-14, AFICA was responsible for
over $43B of USAF expenditures. Figure 1 shows the relationship between AFICA
and various levels of leadership and oversight up to the Federal level.1
1 Figure may not reflect current organizational structure
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Figure 1. U.S. Government Strategic Sourcing Framework(DPAP, Unknown [accessed:
6 October 2015])2
AFICA also “conducts spend and market analysis; develops and executes respon-
sive strategies and sourcing solutions that allow the Air Force to:
• Leverage Air Force-wide installation strategic sourcing opportunities;
• optimize productivity and limited specialized manpower;
• achieve better supplier relationship management;
• generate substantial savings to the Air Force;
• accelerate the acquisition process” (DPAP, 2015 [accessed: 15 October 2015])
1.2 Research Question, Purpose, and Scope
The fundamental research question is: How does AFICA determine if current
contracting strategies are in line with commercial best practices? Answering this
2 OMB – Office of Management and Budget; DPAP – Defense Procurement & Acquisition Policy;
DRU – Direct Reporting Unit; AFSC – Air Force Sustainment Center
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question is essential for AFICA to assess its current state of operations in relation to
its mission and leadership directives from the Federal, DoD, and USAF level.
The purpose of this research is to aid AFICA in applying commercial best practices
to USAF contracting operations that will:
1. facilitate Federally directed strategic sourcing efforts;
2. uncover cost reductions to generate savings;
3. ensure the USAF is properly leveraging its buying power;
4. maximize value to the American taxpayer.
Rather than investigate every Federal Product and Service Code (PSC) involved
in installation contracts, this research will specifically investigate the prioritized sub-
set of 138 PSCs provided by AFICA which represent roughly 80 percent of annual
installation spend. We will also investigate eleven additional PSCs that are not part
of the prioritized set. It is also understood that all practices are in accordance with
the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). This research also does not specifically
investigate the impact of the FAR on implementing commercial best practices.
1.3 Terminology
Strategic Sourcing.
The emergence of strategic sourcing within the DoD began with a 2005 Memoran-
dum from the OMB directing its implementation. According to this memorandum,
strategic sourcing is defined as “the collaborative and structured process of critically
analyzing an organization’s spending and using this information to make business
decisions about acquiring commodities and services more effectively and efficiently”
(Deputy Director for Management, Office of Management and Budget, 2005 [accessed
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5 June 2015]). Its implementation, according to the memorandum, enables OMB to
achieve its top priority: “Maximizing value for taxpayers.” Finally, the two elements
for implementing strategic sourcing that are identified and directed underpin the focus
of this research:
1. Spend analysis;
2. Identification of commodities for implementation of strategic sourcing.
Spend.
Dollars obligated by USAF contracting organizations are collectively known as
“spend.” The use of the term “spend” as a noun may seem odd, but is fundamental
to the contracting lexicon.
Category Management.
“Category Management is the strategic management of spend categories using
an array of tools to improve costs and achieve best-in-class category performance;
strategic sourcing is one such tool” (Muir et al., 2014). Category management is
“used extensively in industry” and shifts purchasing focus from simply managing
“purchases and price individually across thousands of procurement units to managing
entire categories of common spend and total cost” (Office of Federal Procurement
Policy, Office of Management and Budget, 2014 [accessed 4 November 2015]).
Federal Product and Service Code.
The U.S. Government Services Administration (GSA) defines the PSC as “prod-
ucts, services, and research and development (R&D) purchased by the federal gov-
ernment” (GSA, 2011). For the purposes of this research, a PSC is equivalent to a
commodity or service under consideration for implementing strategic sourcing.
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Spend categories are comprised of various PSCs. In 2014, the Category Man-
agement Leadership Council (CMLC) and OMB mapped all PSCs (nearly 5,800)
to 19 categories and developed the first Government-Wide Category Structure (see
Appendix A). The goal of this structure is to better manage and analyze govern-
ment spend (GSA, 2015 [accessed: 4 November 2015]). This research aids category
managers in decision-making and strategic management of categories through the
employment of commercial best practices and quantitative techniques at the PSC
level.
1.4 Federal Acquisition Regulation
“The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) is the primary regulation for use by
all Federal Executive agencies in their acquisition of supplies and services with appro-
priated funds” (AFLCMC/HIBB-Hill, 2016 [accessed: 28 January 2016]). FAR Part
16 identifies the types of contracts available for acquisitions and outlines two ma-
jor categories: fixed-price contracts (Subpart 16.2) and cost-reimbursement contracts
(Subpart 16.3). Within these two broad categories (Subpart 16.4) lies an assorted
number of incentive contracts. The possible contract types are the available options
for contracting agencies to acquire PSCs. A complete listing of contract types is
provided in Appendix B.
1.5 Current AFICA Analysis Efforts
From 2014-15, AFICA performed an Air Force-wide spend analysis that covers
installation contracts comprising more than 2,900 PSCs. They also identified the 138
PSCs that account for roughly 80% of annual installation budgetary expenditures,
or annual spend. In essence, a thorough spend analysis is ongoing and commodities
and services (PSCs) befitting implementation of strategic sourcing continue to be
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identified.
Prior to undertaking our research, AFICA also performed internal analysis of all
PSCs associated with installation spend based on the following factors termed “Key
Performance Indicators (KPI)”:
1. Market structure – specifically the availability of alternatives and ease of pur-
chasing;
2. Market risk – elements of volatility impacting a buyer’s ability to make long-
term deals;
3. Industry and Product life-cycle – a ratio of the growth in the number of estab-
lishments and the growth in the share of the economy;
4. Competition level – number of suppliers in the market;
5. Geography – a services only measure that considers eight possible regions (West,
Great Lakes, Mid-Atlantic, New England, Plains, Rocky Mountains, Southeast,
and Southwest).
These KPIs along with their respective annual spend levels were used to develop a
prioritized set of 138 PSCs which AFICA will focus future strategic sourcing efforts
on. For this reason, we use the same set of PSCs and include it in Appendix C for
reference.
1.6 Research Method
The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (KPM) is a 2× 2, four-category matrix used exten-
sively by purchasing and supply chain managers that exposes a trade-off between the
supply market and the purchasing organization. Commodities or services are first
positioned within one of the four categories of the matrix. The categories determine
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the appropriate purchasing strategy and the strategy is underpinned by supply mar-
ket and organizational trade-offs. The KPM, as we shall discuss, is a widely used
and effectively employed commercial tool. Multi-objective decision analysis (MODA)
is a decision-making tool especially suited for scenarios involving trade-offs. MODA
techniques will be used as a framework to position PSCs within the KPM. Quan-
titatively positioning PSCs will remove subjectivity and enable AFICA to compare
current contracting strategies with commercial best practices. Any disconnects will
highlight PSCs ripe for cost reduction. MODA techniques will also provide additional
insight into which PSCs AFICA should consider first for in-depth analysis. We also
consider MODA as an analytical technique that can be more easily replicated by other
governmental organizations. The following figure is meant to pictorially tie together
Federal directives and the goal of this research.
2005 OMB 
Memo 
“Do Strategic Sourcing” 
Conduct Spend 
Analysis 
Identify PSCs 
Research Purpose 
Identify Purchasing 
Commercial Best Practices 
Governed by the FAR 
Maximize Value 
to Taxpayer 
GOAL: 
Kraljic Portfolio 
Matrix 
MODA 
Framework 
Figure 2. Research Method and Purpose
1.7 Organization of Research
In Chapter II, the use of the KPM for purchasing organizations is substantiated
and advocated as a commercial best practice for AFICA. Moreover, the motivation
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for using commercial best practices to implement strategic sourcing within the USAF
and the DoD is presented. The literature review cannot be considered exhaustive, but
seeks to unveil the appeal and practicality of the KPM since Kraljic’s seminal work
was released in 1983. Emphasis is placed on the lack of research regarding positioning
items within the KPM through a quantitative approach rather than subjective rea-
soning. Finally, a short history of leadership guidance along with current regulations
which create the governmental bounds of contracting operations for AFICA and even
the Federal Government at large are briefly discussed. Chapter III outlines the use of
MODA as a framework to quantitatively position PSCs within the KPM. Chapter IV
presents results and augments graphical output with pertinent discussion. Chapter
V is a summary of results as they pertain to the research question and purpose. Rec-
ommendations for AFICA are provided based on analysis results. Recommendations
for further study are also introduced.
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II. Literature Review
2.1 Overview
The purpose of this review is to provide relevant background information on what
has been deemed “the most widely used framework in industry today” (Wagner et al.,
2013), the Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (KPM). An examination of the usefulness of the
KPM, its genesis, and the need for analytical rigor rather than applying a subjec-
tive approach follows. This review also provides a thorough summary of the drive
for strategic sourcing within the Federal Government and hence, the USAF. Brief
discussion is provided regarding leadership guidance for defense contracting and the
regulations that impact sourcing functions. Terms are defined and a review of litera-
ture underpins the framework of current and future research.
2.2 The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix
The early 1980’s saw a major shift in the economic policy of the United States of
America. The recession that began “in the second half of the Carter administration,
at the time of the second oil shock” (Alesina & Sachs, 1986) as well as a period of
high inflation were two of the leading causes. Given the macroeconomic strain on
many businesses, efforts were made to develop methods to overcome the damaging
effects of the last decade. One voice that rose to shine light on a new way forward for
businesses was Peter Kraljic via his seminal paper “Purchasing Must Become Supply
Management” in the September-October 1983 issue of the Harvard Business Review.
At the outset of this paper, he describes with clarity the pressure and difficulties that
businesses, and especially purchasing departments, were facing as they clawed their
way out of the 1970s and into the 1980s. Kraljic states, “The stable way of business
life many corporate purchasing departments enjoy has been increasingly imperiled.
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Threats of resource depletion and raw materials scarcity, political turbulence and
government intervention in supply markets, intensified competition, and accelerating
technological change have ended the days of no surprises. As dozens of companies
have already learned, supply and demand patterns can be upset virtually overnight”
(Kraljic, 1983). He goes on to ask two very important questions: “How can a company
guard against disastrous supply interruptions and cope with the changing economics
and new opportunities brought on by new technologies? What capabilities will a prof-
itable international business need to sustain itself in the face of strong protectionist
pressures” (Kraljic, 1983). It is based on this macroeconomic view of the business
landscape that Kraljic identifies a purchasing portfolio strategy to deal with the sup-
ply chain complexities for purchasing managers. Gelderman & Van Weele (2003)
state that “Kraljic (1983) introduced the first comprehensive portfolio approach for
purchasing and supply management.”
Kraljic highlighted the need for companies to assess their current purchasing strat-
egy and situation according to two factors:
1. “the strategic importance of purchasing in terms of the value added by prod-
uct line, the percentage of raw materials in total costs and their impact on
profitability, and so on”
2. “the complexity of the supply market gauged by supply scarcity, pace of technol-
ogy and/or materials substitution, entry barriers, logistics cost or complexity,
and monopoly or oligopoly conditions” (Kraljic, 1983).
Kraljic used these two factors to underpin his 2× 2, four category, purchasing matrix
(the KPM) whereby the factors reveal the strength of the company and the strength
of the market to purchasing and supply managers. As a result, the ability to segment
a purchasing portfolio into one of four categories is achieved (Lee & Drake, 2010).
The four categories are defined as:
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1. Leverage Items - high profit impact, low supply risk
2. Strategic Items - high profit impact, high supply risk
3. Bottleneck Items - low profit impact, high supply risk
4. Noncritical Items - low profit impact, low supply risk (Kraljic, 1983)
Items placed within this matrix determine the overarching strategy to manage each
item. Figure 3 is a modified version of the KPM that combines item classification, the
trade-off between company strength and supply market strength, and the appropriate
purchasing strategy based on matrix position.
Figure 3. The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (modified from Kraljic, 1983)
Cox (2001) noted that embedded within the KPM is the concept of a “Power
Matrix” whereby purchasing strategies hinge on relative power differences between
the buyer and supplier as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The Power Matrix Between Buyers and Suppliers
After items are positioned within the KPM, Kraljic’s work calls for “three strategic
thrusts” for purchasing that have “distinctive implications for the individual elements
of the purchasing strategy, such as volume, price, supplier selection, material substi-
tution, inventory policy, and so on.” The three strategies are:
1. Exploit - leverage buying power; be aggressive
2. Balance - implement neither aggressive nor conservative purchasing approach
3. Diversify - search for new suppliers or substitutes
The goal of the supply strategy is to “minimize supply vulnerabilities and make the
most of potential buying power” (Kraljic, 1983).
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Advantages.
Research has “confirmed that Kraljic’s matrix remains the foundation of purchas-
ing strategy for many organizations across different sectors” (Gelderman & Van Weele,
2003). The KPM is also a defining source for generating “a stream of conceptual and
empirical research on the use and possibilities of a portfolio approach in purchasing”
(Gelderman & Semeijn, 2006). The following statements highlight the value of the
KPM to both industry and academia:
1. The KPM “has become the dominant approach to what the profession regards
as operational professionalism” (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2005).
2. “The best known portfolio model...has had a broad influence on professional
purchasing” (Gelderman & Semeijn, 2006).
3. The KPM has triggered a host of research into portfolio models among many
academic writers (e.g. Olsen & Ellram, 1997; Dyer et al., 1998; Bensaou, 1999;
Wynstra & Ten Pierick, 2000; Croom, 2000; Nellore & Söderquist, 2000a; Lil-
liecreutz & Ydreskog, 2001; Gelderman & Van Weele, 2002, 2003; Dubois &
Pedersen, 2002; Zolkiewski & Turnbull, 2002; Wagner & Johnson, 2004).
4. “In the field of purchasing portfolio models, despite some other suggestions
with minor nuances, [the] Kraljic matrix has become the standard” (Ferreira &
Kharlamov, 2012).
5. “The KPM is arguably the most widely used framework in industry today”
(Wagner et al., 2013).
6. “Kraljic’s approach represents the most important single diagnostic and pre-
scriptive tool available to purchasing organizations” (Wagner et al., 2013).
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7. “The practical application of the Kraljic matrix exceeds its original design”
(Knight et al., 2014).
8. The KPM “(and its variants) is the most commonly used supplier assessment
framework by practitioners (Ferreira et al., 2014; Knight et al., 2014; Gelderman
& Van Weele, 2003; Olsen & Ellram, 1997)” (Nudurupati et al., 2015).
9. “Recent empirical studies have corroborated the usefulness of [the KPM] in
practice (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics,
2010 [accessed 28 January 2016]; Lilliecreutz & Ydreskog, 1999; Gelderman &
Van Weele, 2003, 2005; Wagner et al., 2013)” (Gelderman & Mac Donald, 2008).
Disadvantages.
One of the KPM’s main critiques revolves around the question: How does a pur-
chasing manager position a product or service within the matrix? Most of the research
regarding the KPM involves the framework itself (Olsen & Ellram, 1997; Dubois &
Pedersen, 2002), movement within the framework (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2003;
Caniëls & Gelderman, 2007; Nudurupati et al., 2015), application of the framework to
industry (Syson, 1992; De Haan et al., 2003; Gelderman & Semeijn, 2006; Gelderman
& Mac Donald, 2008; Liu & Xu, 2008; Lee & Drake, 2010; Ferreira & Kharlamov, 2012;
Nudurupati et al., 2015), strategies for the matrix categories (Caniëls & Gelderman,
2007), and buyer-supplier relationships that underpin management decisions prior to
or after placement (Olsen & Ellram, 1997; Nellore & Söderquist, 2000b; Caniëls &
Gelderman, 2007; Cox, 2001). However, scant research exists regarding methodologies
for positioning items. In fact, Padhi et al. (2012), state that “positioning commodities
in the KPM suggested in the literature are mainly based on subjective judgment of
the decision makers to position the commodities in the different quadrants...They lack
analytical rigor, where subjective positioning of commodities may lead to erroneous
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outcomes.” Wagner & Johnson (2004) add that “Despite the abundance of research
on relationship patterns and their impact on company performance, the “how-to”
question has been widely neglected.” Ramsay (1994) identifies an “absence of a con-
ceptual framework to facilitate an analytical approach.” Padhi et al. (2012) add that
“positioning of the items in the portfolio matrix by the purchasing managers are sub-
jective and makes the portfolio models imprecise.” Knight et al. (2014) reiterate the
lack of analytical rigor, the difficulty in measuring the matrix dimensions, and the
argument “for less subjective methods for positioning purchases on the matrix.” Lee
& Drake (2010) argue that lack of “the synthesizing of qualitative and quantitative
measures” promote arbitrary classification of purchases. Olsen & Ellram (1997) em-
phasize that categorizing of “purchases in a portfolio model...is very subjective, and
perhaps the most important part” of the implementation process and urge the use of
quantitative methodologies.
A review of literature identified only five attempts to use analytical techniques
to position items with the KPM. Again, it is important to note that this review
cannot be considered exhaustive. However, the goal was to simply identify all pos-
sible quantitative methods to position items within the KPM and such findings are
discussed here. Three of the five analytical techniques (Olsen & Ellram, 1997; Liu
& Xu, 2008; Padhi et al., 2012) rely on the concept of importance weights or im-
portance scoring. Parnell, a staunch advocate and practitioner of multi-objective
decision analysis (MODA), does not recommend the use of importance weights but
advocates the use of swing weighting (Parnell et al., 2013). There is a unique differ-
ence between importance weighting and swing weighting. “Importance weights are
used to reflect the general importance of one attribute over another...without regard
to...the difference between the worst and the best value points of each attribute.”
Watson states that “when this difference from worst to best is not explicitly refer-
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enced in assessing weights, we obtain some general notion of importance, which is
subject to great variation and argument among decision-makers” (Watson & Buede,
1987). Dillon-Merrill et al. (2008) point out a common pitfall of using importance
weights. They argue that “importance weights do not take into account the range
between the lowest and the highest levels of the value measures” resulting in the
potential for important measures to not be important to the decision. Keeney adds
that “when we quantify objectives by simply asking for their relative importance,
considerable misinformation about values is produced and a substantial opportunity
to understand values is lost” (Keeney, 1992). However, the use of swing weighting
ensures we capture the full value preference structure rather than simply an arbitrary
score or at best a hierarchy of importance. Swing weighting also protects against the
potential for loss of information, misunderstanding of decision-maker belief, and even
loss of trade-offs between values.
Zhenfeng et al. (2007) apply factor analysis techniques to the dimensions of the
KPM. However, the model lacks sufficient detail in derivation of variable scoring and
positioning of items. In all, the ability to extend this model for practical use is limited
and its ease of implementation is inadequate.
The remaining quantitative method used to position items with the KPM is the
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Lee & Drake, 2010). Watson and Buede ar-
gue that although definitions for levels of importance are articulated, inconsistencies
between importance pairings are common and additional methods must be used to
resolve differences. He adds that “instead of getting a decision-maker to wrestle with
his values, the AHP tells him what they ought to be” (Watson & Buede, 1987).
They further highlight the AHP fails to provide clarity between attributes by using
“a somewhat arbitrary representation of words by numbers which may be implying
an underlying judgment structure which the decision-maker is unaware of and may
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disagree with” (Watson & Buede, 1987). Dyer remarks that “the AHP, as it is tra-
ditionally applied to the evaluation of alternatives, generates rank orderings that are
not meaningful with respect to the underlying preferences of the decision maker”
(Dyer, 1990). Kirkwood adds that “the [AHP] approach seems overly complex with
its need for sometimes extensive pairwise comparisons of alternatives and extensive
mathematical calculations to determine rankings. These characteristics seem to ob-
scure, rather than illuminate, the trade-offs involved in making decisions with multiple
objectives” (Kirkwood, 1996).
The discussion above highlights what can be considered a gap in literature to date.
The necessity to identify and apply a quantitative method to position items within
the KPM is therefore a pressing need, prior to undertaking subsequent analysis.
2.3 Strategic Sourcing and the Federal Government
Official Guidance.
In 2005, the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Office of Procurement
and Policy released a memorandum to all federal agencies directing the implemen-
tation of strategic sourcing during purchasing. Two years later, OMB released a
memorandum identifying the progress of, and encouraging more, strategic sourcing.
For example, OMB highlighted that the DoD “achieved $538 million in cost avoidance
in FY2006” (Office of Federal Procurement Policy, Office of Management and Budget,
2007 [accessed 28 October 2015]) through strategic sourcing efforts. The push con-
tinued in 2009 with a memorandum from President Barack Obama highlighting the
necessity of “the Federal Government [to] have the capacity to carry out robust and
thorough management and oversight of its contracts in order to achieve programmatic
goals, avoid significant overcharges, and curb wasteful spending” (Obama, Barack,
2009 [accessed 6 November 2015]). In 2012, OMB released a memorandum to establish
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“additional responsibilities for designing and implementing government-wide strategic
sourcing solutions” through a newly formed council called the Interagency Strategic
Sourcing Leadership Council (SSLC). This council was formed to “increase the use of
government-wide management and sourcing of goods and services” and “to provide
long-term leadership of the government’s strategic sourcing efforts” (Deputy Direc-
tor for Management, Office of Management and Budget, 2012 [accessed 6 November
2015]). In a 2014 memorandum, OMB touted its efforts with the SSLC to implement
category management across the Federal Government for the purpose of “purchas-
ing common goods and services” (Office of Federal Procurement Policy, Office of
Management and Budget, 2014 [accessed 4 November 2015]). The SSLC was later
renamed the Category Management Leadership Council (CMLC) with the express
purpose of “elevating category management as one of the Obama administration’s 15
Cross-Agency Priority Goals...to boost savings, [reduce] the number of new contracts
and [raise] the proportion of government-wide spending under category management”
(Clark, 2015 [accessed: 9 November 2015]).
Government Accountability Office Reports.
The purpose of the Government Accountability Office (GAO) is to investigate
“how the federal government spends taxpayer dollars” (GAO, 2015 [accessed: 9
November 2015]). Results from recent GAO reports investigating government ef-
forts to effectively use strategic sourcing are telling. In a 2013 report titled “Strategic
Sourcing: Leading Commercial Practices Can Help Federal Agencies Increase Savings
when Acquiring Services,” the GAO identifies the portfolio framework as a means to
move “away from numerous individual purchases to an aggregate approach” (GAO,
2013). In fact, their recommended framework is strikingly similar to the KPM as
shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. GAO suggested purchasing matrix (GAO, 2013)
This report also highlighted the potential savings achieved by implementing com-
mercial best practices. The companies that the GAO spoke with “reported saving 4-15
percent over prior year spending through strategically sourcing the full range of ser-
vices they buy” (GAO, 2013). This follows a 2012 report where the GAO discovered
that the DoD has “leveraged only a fraction of what could potentially be managed
and saved through strategic sourcing” (GAO, 2012). In its most recent report from
September 2015, the GAO returns focus to the purchasing portfolio framework and
emphasizes that by considering the two factors, companies can “more aggressively
leverage their buying power...and select appropriate tactics” (GAO, 2015). The GAO
has made it clear that “strategic sourcing of even one percent at the [DoD] would
equate to billions of dollars” (GAO, 2012).
2.4 Impact of Guidance and Defense Contracting Regulations
In 2009, President Barack Obama released a memorandum reemphasizing the
Federal Government’s policy against engaging in noncompetitive contracts and added
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that “there shall be a preference for fixed-price type contracts” (Obama, Barack, 2009
[accessed 6 November 2015]). In 2010, then Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisi-
tion, Technology, and Logistics (OUSD(AT&L)) The Honorable Ash Carter released
the “Better Buying Power (BBP)” memorandum stating the following: “When ro-
bust competition already exists, or there is recent competitive pricing history, I expect
components to be predisposed toward Firm-Fixed-Price (FFP) type contract arrange-
ments” (Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2010
[accessed 28 January 2016]). This focus on fixed priced contracts, and specifically
FFP contracts was meant to enable simplicity and cost efficiencies. However, a 2010
Defense Business Board Report to the Secretary of Defense highlighted the fact that
“contracting officers frequently fall into the natural “creatures of habit” behavior,
and use the contract type they are most familiar with, rather than conducting an ob-
jective review of the most appropriate contract for the requirement” (Ronald, 2010).
This combination of ease of implementation and leadership preference underpin the
familiarity of FFP contracts. Moreover, it has been noted that “when bound by inflex-
ible FFP contracts, the government can miss out on savings associated with changes
in requirements and may actually spend more and incur additional administrative
burden” (Coombs, 2013 [accessed: 28 January 2016]).
In 2012, a shift in strategy began with the release of the “Better Buying Power 2.0”
memorandum. The Honorable Frank Kendall, (OUSD(AT&L)), stated the following:
“In BBP 2.0, we are refining our guidance to emphasize the use of the appropriate
contract vehicle for the product or services being acquired. The Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation (DFAR) and Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) provide
for a range of contract types for a reason: one size does not fit all” (Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2012 [accessed 28 January 2016]).
In a 2015 memorandum, he further emphasized this shift by directing the increase of
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incentive type contracts, specifically Cost Plus Incentive Fee and Fixed Price Incentive
Fee contracts along with strengthened contract management at the installation level
(Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2015 [accessed
28 January 2016]).
2.5 Conclusion and Way Forward
It is imperative to recognize the following:
1. The push for strategic sourcing from the highest levels of the Federal Govern-
ment has continued since 2005.
2. Potential savings as suggested by the GAO through effective strategic sourcing
efforts cannot be overlooked.
3. The abundance of research regarding the effectiveness of purchasing organiza-
tions implementing the Kraljic model cannot be overstated.
4. The strategic shift from fixed price contracts to incentive-based contracts ne-
cessitates analysis at the installation level.
However, the question remains: How does the Air Force implement the KPM to enable
strategic sourcing, facilitate effective category management, and uncover contracts
capable of provide reductions in cost? First and foremost, D’Angelo et al. (2008)
state that “strategic sourcing inverts the traditional tactical buying structure” in
order to avoid fragmented purchasing and “short-term, one-time buys.” He goes
on to indicate that by inverting this structure, the USAF can “develop sourcing
strategies to realize the full potential of spend to influence cost and quality relative
to overall strategic requirements.” This process and inversion of the USAF purchasing
structure began with the implementation of category management. The next logical
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step is to develop sourcing strategies “by tailoring service and commodity strategies
commensurate with the importance of the product and complexity of the product
market” (D’Angelo et al., 2008). The key tool to implement this process is the KPM.
Therefore, this research fills both a research and an operational gap by:
1. providing a quantitative technique to position items within the KPM not yet
found in the literature and
2. positioning AFICA’s prioritized set of PSCs within the KPM to facilitate strate-
gic sourcing efforts and category management objectives.
MODA, as advocated by Keeney, Raiffa, Kirkwood, and Parnell, is used as the
technique of choice to quantitatively position PSCs within the KPM. As part of this
process, a connection is made between Keeney’s Value-Focused Thinking alternative
generation approach and the Kraljic model. As Keeney states, “values should be
the driving force for our decision-making...Value-focused thinking is proactive. It
is our job, our opportunity, to create a decision opportunity” (Keeney, 1992). The
KPM model creates decision opportunities for organizations. This approach will
create opportunities for AFICA to more effectively manage contracting strategies
and ensure value to taxpayers is maximized. This research will also highlight areas
where reductions in installation spend may be realized while assuring no negative
effect to the installation and subsequently the Air Force mission.
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III. Methodology
3.1 Multi-Objective Decision Analysis Overview
The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (KPM) is, in essence, a multi-objective decision
model. Kraljic indicates that a trade-off exists between two factors: supply risk and
profit impact. The location of a commodity or service within the KPM represents this
trade-off. He argues that a company can fully exploit its buying power and achieve
greater profit gains when supply risk is minimized and profit impact is maximized
(Kraljic, 1983). This occurs when items fall within the Leverage quadrant of the
KPM. On the other hand, items that fall outside of the Leverage quadrant are not
conducive to leveraging buying power and require a different approach, or strategy,
for purchasing. Thus, an assumption is made regarding an overall direction of pref-
erence towards the leverage quadrant since it is in this quadrant that a purchasing
organization can best achieve reductions in cost and increases in profit. Given the two
factors and their respective direction of preference, Multi-Objective Decision Analysis
(MODA) is implemented as a framework to quantitatively position each Product and
Service Code (PSC) within the KPM. This method fills a void in literature, provides
a method for future application, and reduces the subjectivity often criticized when
the KPM is used as a tool by practitioners.
It is important to note that one is not “making a decision” to “select” a particular
PSC. In other words, PSCs are not selected to best maximize installation mission
impact and minimize supply market complexity. Additionally, for any PSC, we do
not seek to manipulate the supply market or the installation mission by our use
of the terms minimize or maximize. However, these preference directions are used
to only aid in our understanding of value preferences by the decision maker and to
enable the encoding of value functions. With this in mind, the MODA framework is
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applied to the prioritized set of PSCs under the purview of the Air Force Installation
Contracting Agency (AFICA) to properly position them within the KPM. As a result,
this technique offers a quantitative method to minimize the subjectivity so often
associated with item positioning.
3.2 Fundamental Objectives
We first assume that Kraljic, by identifying the two trade-off factors, has properly
identified the two fundamental objectives for purchasing organizations: Fundamen-
tal Objective 1: Minimize Supply Risk and Fundamental Objective 2: Maximize
Profit Impact. This assumption enables MODA to be used as a framework specifically
for the KPM as specified in literature. The lack of this assumption would require the
generation of a hierarchy of objectives for a very complex decision problem not easily
applicable to the KPM.
Risk, according to literature, is restricted to “situations in which both the set
of possibilities and the probability distribution over this set are known” whereas
decisions under uncertainty “are usually made on grounds other than logical calcula-
tion” (Loasby, 2001). Kraljic uses the term risk to identify a supply market that is
comprised of many factors that affect its complexity rather than outcomes with an
associated probability and consequence. Parnell adds that risk neutrality is “often
seen in Government decision making” (Parnell et al., 2013). Therefore, we will nar-
row our focus to a risk-less model and rename Fundamental Objective 1 as Minimize
Supply Market Complexity. This simplifies the model by eliminating the requirement
to incorporate risk attitude.
Given that AFICA is part of the DoD and is not profit-seeking, Fundamental
Objective 2 is properly renamed to Maximize Installation Mission Impact. As profit
is critical to the long-term success of a private corporation, the ability of an Air Force
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installation to carry out its particular mission is critical to the success of the Air Force
and its overall mission. Moreover, AFICA is central to installation mission success
Air Force-wide through its role as the focal point for installation contracting.
We recall that the term minimize or maximize connotes the direction of preference
of the decision maker for a particular objective. In our case, a less complex supply
market is preferred over a more complex supply market and higher installation mission
impact is preferred over less installation mission impact. No manipulation of the
market or the installation mission is required when positioning a PSC. However,
the direction of preference is a requirement when using MODA and is vital to our
methodology as will be seen in the following sections.
3.3 Alternatives
The alternatives for this research are simply the set of individual PSCs involved
in AFICA contracts. Let A denote the set of all PSCs.
3.4 Attributes
For each a in A, we associate n attributes, that is n indices of value for each
fundamental objective: X1(a), ...Xn(a) and Y1(a), ...Yn(a) (Keeney & Raiffa, 1993).
Attributes are the evaluation measures of the particular Fundamental Objective such
that X = (X1, X2, ..., Xn) and Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) represents the set of all attributes
(indices of value). The score for attribute Xi is given by xi and the score for attribute
Yi is given by yi. We use n evaluators to map each a in A to a n-dimensional
consequence space, as shown in Figure 6 below for a single fundamental objective.
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PSCs 
a 
Consequence Space 
x = (x1,…,xn) 
X1, X2,…, Xn 
Figure 6. Mapping of PSCs to the consequence space (modified from Keeney & Raiffa,
1993)
Measuring Supply Market Complexity.
IBISWorld is a research organization that provides “valuable industry market re-
search and procurement research” to enable better decision-making (IBISWorld , 2015
[accessed: 8 December 2015]). The IBISWorld Buyer Power Score is comprised of
three components: price trends, market structure, and market risk. Factors within
the three components are weighted and scored to produce an overall buyer power
score. Some factors include availability of substitutes, market share concentration,
product specialization, and switching costs are also considered. A higher score indi-
cates greater buyer strength and a less complex market. AFICA obtains IBISWorld
reports for each PSC as part of their market research efforts. AFICA agrees that this
report, and its associated Buying Power Score, properly evaluates the complexity of
the market for a given PSC. A single evaluation measure will also simplify application
of the MODA framework. Therefore, let X be the IBISWorld Buyer Power Score.
• Assumption
1. The IBISWorld Buyer Power Score accurately reflects market complexity.
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• Limitations
1. Buyer Power Score calculations are proprietary.
2. In-house data associated with factors within Buyer Power Scores are diffi-
cult to obtain within the timeframe of this study.
Measuring Installation Mission Impact.
We recall the term spend is defined as the dollars obligated by Air Force con-
tracting agencies. AFICA installation spend data shows that sequestration in FY13
invoked budget cuts of approximately 13 percent. However, the FY14 budget for
installation spend increased by nearly six percent. By comparing the slope of instal-
lation spend to the slope of individual PSC spend, we can deduce which PSCs are
critical to the installation mission. That is, we can determine which PSCs Maximize
Installation Mission Impact. It is our assumption that additional funds received in
FY14 were spread across the most mission critical PSCs for a given installation. As a
result, a PSC spend slope that is more positive from FY13 to FY14 than the overall
installation spend slope during the same period indicates the PSC is more critical
to the installation mission. However, a PSC spend slope that is more negative than
the overall installation spend slope is indicative of a PSC that is less critical to the
installation mission. As previously discussed, a single evaluation measure simplifies
application of the MODA framework. Therefore, let Y be the delta between the
overall installation spend slope and PSC spend slope from FY13 to FY14.
• Assumption
1. Once sequestration was enforced in FY13, commanders were free to trim
their respective installation budget.
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2. In like manner, budget increases in FY14 were able to be applied at com-
mander discretion.
• Limitations
1. Ease of trimming the budget and directing discretionary increases is dif-
ficult to determine. That is, the range of budgetary actions accessible
to commanders for individual PSCs cannot easily be assessed. Examples
include:
(a) 5-year in-place contracts may have resulted in automatic increased
spend from FY13 to FY14.
(b) The pool of PSCs may contain must pay bills whereby spend could
not be reduced in FY13.
(c) Policy rather than criticality of PSC impact to the installation mission
may drive spend. For example, the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) may require small business participation even if costs are ulti-
mately increased. The impact of policy on spend is not considered in
this study.
3.5 Single Attribute Value Function
Let (X, Y ) be the attribute space. Value functions for each attribute are developed
to provide a value score such that 0 ≤ vx(x) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ vy(y) ≤ 1. A single
attribute value function (SAVF) for each attribute is all that is required since a single
attribute was identified to measure each fundamental objective. Kirkwood identifies
two possible SAVFs: piecewise linear and exponential (Kirkwood, 1996). To select the
appropriate function for each attribute, interviews are conducted with AFICA team
members who are experts in strategic sourcing and have experience using the KPM.
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The goal of the interviews was to identify and build a value preference structure for
each attribute by eliciting values using the fractile method as explained in Howard &
Abbas, 2015. Elicitation sessions for both SAVFs determined the exponential SAVF
to best represent value preference.
Market Complexity.
1. Let A be the set of PSCs.
2. Let xi be the IBISWorld Buyer Power Score for PSC i ∈ A.
3. Let x0 and x∗ be the lowest and highest preferred value of attribute X respec-
tively. The corresponding values represent anchor points whereby vx(x) is scaled
from 0 to 1 such that vx(x
0) = 0 and vx(x
∗) = 1.
4. Let vx(xi) be the SAVF of exponential form whereby each xi is an input and ρx
be the exponential constant for vx(xi):
vx(xi) =
1− e[−(xi−x0)/ρx]
1− e[−(x∗−x0)/ρx]
∀i ∈ A (3.1)
Installation Mission Impact.
1. Let αi be FY14 spend for PSC i ∈ A
2. Let βi be FY13 spend for PSC i ∈ A
3. Let pi be the percent change of PSC i ∈ A spend from FY13 to FY14:
pi =
((
αi − βi
)
βi
)
× 100 ∀i ∈ A (3.2)
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4. Let I be the percent change of total installation spend from FY13 to FY14:
I =

(∑
i∈A
αi −
∑
i∈A
βi
)
∑
i∈A
βi
× 100 (3.3)
5. Let yi be the delta between total installation and individual PSC spend slopes
from FY13 to FY14:
yi = pi − I ∀i ∈ A (3.4)
6. Let y0 and y∗ be the lowest and highest preferred value of attribute Y respec-
tively. The corresponding values represent anchor points whereby vy(y) is scaled
such that vy(y
0) = 0 and vy(y
∗) = 1.
7. Let vy(yi) be the SAVF of exponential form whereby each yi is an input and ρy
is the exponential constant for vy(yi):
vy(yi) =
1− e[−(yi−y0)/ρy ]
1− e[−(y∗−y0)/ρy ]
∀i ∈ A (3.5)
3.6 The KPM
To position each PSC on the Kraljic model, we solve each SAVF individually
to obtain a (vx(xi), vy(yi)) score such that 0 ≤ vx(xi) ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ vy(yi) ≤ 1.
The (vx(xi), vy(yi))-pair is plotted on the coordinate plane (see Figure 7 below). The
coordinate plane is also divided into 4 equal quadrants. Partitions occur at vx(x) = 0.5
and vy(y) = 0.5 under the assumption that vx(x) > 0.5 indicates greater installation
mission impact and vy(y) > 0.5 indicates more supply market complexity. These
partitions divide the coordinate plane into the four quadrants that represent the four
quadrants of the KPM. Plotting each (vx(xi), vy(yi)) score, that is each PSC, using
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Figure 7. KPM Framwork
Figure 7 will help AFICA identify the full trade space among PSCs, allow comparisons
between current contracting strategies with KPM-suggested strategies, and provide
key information as to which PSC and its associated contracting strategy requires
further analysis.
3.7 Multi-Attribute Value Function (MAVF) and Cost/Benefit Trade
Space
The final step is to identify the weights associated with the two fundamental ob-
jectives. Given that Kraljic identifies a unique relationship between both axes of the
matrix, a multilinear function must be created rather than a simple additive value
model. Weights associated with each attribute and their interaction are determined
following Keeney & Raiffa, 1993. First, identify (vx(x
0), vy(y
0)) = 0 as the “worst
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possible value” and (vx(x
∗), vy(y
∗)) = 100 as the “best possible value.” Next, de-
termine which attribute AFICA prefers to swing to its best case while keeping the
other attribute at its worst case and elicit its value. Next, determine the value of
the opposing situation, swinging the other attribute to its best case while keeping the
first attribute at its worst case and elicit this value. The results are the swing weight
values for wx and wy. Finally, calculate the interaction swing weight wxy by using
equation 3.6
wxy = 1− wx − wy. (3.6)
Finally, we calculate the MAVF by using equation 3.7 (Keeney & Raiffa, 1993):
V (x, y) = wxvx(x) + wyvy(y) + wxyvx(x)vy(y) (3.7)
After calculating the MAVF for each PSC within the KPM, a scatter plot of benefit
versus FY10-14 spend is created. This identifies an efficient frontier whereby dom-
inated and non-dominated alternatives can easily be identified. Sensitivity analysis
is the final step to determine robustness of the MODA-framework as applied to the
KPM and its associated results from AFICA’s prioritized subset of PSCs.
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1 Single Attribute Value Functions
Supply Market Complexity.
The range of the IBISWorld Buyer Power Score is from 1.00 to 5.00 in 0.01 incre-
ments (IBISWorld , 2015 [accessed: 17 November 2015]). Thus, AFICA anchored the
IBISWorld Buyer Power Score attribute measure at a Low of x0 = 1.00 and a High
of x∗ = 5.00 representing a value preference score of vx(x
0) = 0.00 and vx(x
∗) = 1.00
respectively. AFICA representatives stated they prefer to operate in a market where
companies score a 4.00. A series of questions revealed this score represents 90% of
the overall value. Therefore, we let vx(4.00) = 0.90. Difficulties in eliciting additional
fractiles between 0.00 and 0.90 were encountered. Multiple approaches were used to
bisect this area under the curve but were unsuccessful. However, the value preference
elicitation session revealed an increasing exponential curve best represents underly-
ing belief. Judgments were tested and consistency checks were performed to ensure
AFICA representatives were comfortable with the distribution and that the curve
was a good representation of value preferences. It is suggested that future attempts
at value preference elicitation use the probability wheel technique as described by
Howard & Abbas, 2015. Additionally, the rate of increase of the exponential func-
tion could not be determined as easily as with the PSC spend slope delta curve. To
move forward, an increasing exponential function was fitted using the three points
described above. Sensitivity analysis was performed specifically on the vx(4.00) value
to assess the impact on KPM position should judgment surrounding a value score
of 0.90 move up or down. Next, two arrays were created. One array represented
the elicited fractiles and a second array represented the desired attribute score for
its respective fractile. An exponential curve was fitted to the distribution by using
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goal programming to minimize the sum of the squares of differences between the two
arrays by changing rho. The fitted curve is shown in Figure 8. This curve was used
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Figure 8. SAVF used to measure Supply Market Complexity
to calculate the IBISWorld attribute score for each PSC by using Equation 3.1. Ap-
pendix D contains the complete list of scores. Table 1 provides summary statistics
for this attribute. The higher-than-average attribute score is a result of relatively
Table 1. SAVF 2 Summary Statistics
Type Value
Min 0.496
Max 0.980
Average 0.811
Std Dev 0.089
Mode* 0.894
*Mode count = 11
high IBISWorld Buyer Power Scores which indicate a stronger than average buyer’s
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market. Again, this is both sensible and valid given the prioritized list of PSCs pro-
vided by AFICA. Furthermore, we expect this phenomena to present itself within the
KPM.
Installation Mission Impact.
To build the value preference structure for the second attribute, fractiles of the
distribution were elicited. AFICA anchored the spend slope delta at a Low of y0 =
−2.00 and a High of y∗ = +1.00 representing a value preference score of vy(y0) = 0.00
and vy(y
∗) = 1.00 respectively. AFICA agreed that a match between PSC spending
and installation spending, a spend slope delta of yi = 0, generated 90 percent of the
overall value. Therefore, let vy(0.00) = 0.90. In other words, PSC spending that
followed overall installation spend was indicative of a PSC that was very important
to the installation mission given that budget cuts to that particular PSC were not
implemented. Obtaining additional value preference fractiles were preferred in order
to produce a line as close to underlying belief as possible. As with the first attribute,
difficulties were experienced in fractile elicitation on the value preference range of 0.00
to 0.90. However, results from the elicitation session with AFICA revealed that an
increasing exponential curve was a more accurate representation of underlying belief
than a linear curve. After obtaining the fractiles, two arrays were created. One array
represented the elicited fractiles and a second array represented the desired attribute
score for its respective fractile. An exponential curve was fitted to the distribution
by using goal programming to minimize the sum of the squares of differences between
the two arrays by changing rho. The fitted curve is shown in Figure 9 below and was
used to calculate the attribute score for each PSC by using Equation 3.5. Appendix
D contains the complete list of scores.
Table 2 provides summary statistics for this attribute. The high average attribute
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Figure 9. SAVF used to measure Installation Mission Impact
score indicates that this set of PSCs represents critical items for installation mission
success and should be reflected in position on the KPM. Given that AFICA performed
Table 2. SAVF 1 Summary Statistics
Type Value
Min 0.587
Max 1.000
Average 0.912
Std Dev 0.074
Mode* 1.000
Nr. PSCs 138
Nr. > 0.90 86
% PSCs > 0.90 62.3%
*Mode count = 19
a thorough analysis to create a prioritized list of PSCs most conducive for cost re-
duction, 62.3% of PSCs scoring higher than 0.900 along with a mode of 1.000 is both
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sensible and valid. Of note, 19 of the 138 PSCs analyzed scored a 1.000. To state this
another way, 19 PSCs are considered 100% critical to the installation mission. Table
3 identifies the 19 PSCs and their associated total spend for FY10-14. Although this
small subset of PSCs represent only 2.5% of total installation spend, their combined
total spend from FY10-14 is over $3.7 billion.
Table 3. SAVF 1 – Installation Mission Impact: 19 PSCs Scoring 1.00
PSC PSC Description FY10 - 14 Spend
Z111 Z111 (MAINT-REP-ALT/OFFICE BLDGS) $ 1,076,718,071.12
5999 5999 (MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS) $ 581,355,704.54
7025 7025 (ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES) $ 463,261,524.44
7050 7050 (ADP COMPONENTS) $ 360,901,960.23
Z2LB Z2LB (REPAIR OR ALTERATION OF HIGHWAYS/ROADS/STREETS/BRIDGES/RAILWAYS) $ 295,950,702.79
7021 7021 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL) $ 288,628,521.76
6350 6350 (MISCELLANEOUS ALARM, SIGNAL, AND SECURITY DETECTION SYSTEMS) $ 195,729,062.68
5410 5410 (PREFABRICATED AND PORTABLE BUILDINGS) $ 99,097,618.34
2590 2590 (MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS) $ 70,531,561.18
7020 7020 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), ANALOG) $ 52,812,638.83
7045 7045 (ADP SUPPLIES) $ 50,673,185.57
7195 7195 (MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE AND FIXTURES) $ 48,489,014.24
4910 4910 (MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT) $ 36,842,294.86
7220 7220 (FLOOR COVERINGS) $ 34,467,700.92
4210 4210 (FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT) $ 34,300,941.60
7290 7290 (MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCES) $ 31,732,507.47
7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) $ 18,721,943.72
4120 4120 (AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT) $ 16,654,569.28
3590 3590 (MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE AND TRADE EQUIPMENT) $ 9,465,936.98
Top 50 Evaluation.
To further examine attribute results, the top 50 scores for each SAVF were exam-
ined to determine if PSCs were present in both sets of scores. 15 PSCs were identified
and their attribute scores along with FY10-14 total spend are given in Table 4 be-
low. This list can be considered a good starting point for AFICA to compare current
purchasing strategies versus commercial best practice since this set of PSCs is both
important to the installation mission and in a strong buyer’s market. Additionally,
we expect to see this set of PSCs in a position within the KPM that connotes the
potential for cost reductions.
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Table 4. PSCs in top 50 of both SAVFs
PSC PSC Description SAVF 1 Score SAVF 2 Score Grand Total
J059
J059 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS)
0.94 0.87 $ 1,779,285,662.29
7030 7030 (ADP SOFTWARE) 0.97 0.87 $ 1,703,974,283.28
5840 5840 (RADAR EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT AIRBORNE) 0.97 0.87 $ 776,035,548.60
7035 7035 (ADP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT) 0.95 0.86 $ 640,005,251.47
5999 5999 (MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS) 1.00 0.86 $ 581,355,704.54
7025 7025 (ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES) 1.00 0.94 $ 463,261,524.44
J066
J066 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- INSTRUMENTS AND
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT)
0.96 0.86 $ 418,840,837.44
7050 7050 (ADP COMPONENTS) 1.00 0.86 $ 360,901,960.23
7021 7021 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL) 1.00 0.92 $ 288,628,521.76
8415 8415 (CLOTHING, SPECIAL PURPOSE) 1.00 0.90 $ 162,601,633.63
J049
J049 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR SHOP EQUIPMENT)
0.97 0.86 $ 115,220,071.38
7020 7020 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), ANALOG) 1.00 0.92 $ 52,812,638.83
7045 7045 (ADP SUPPLIES) 1.00 0.92 $ 50,673,185.57
AC56 AC56 (R&D- DEFENSE SYSTEM: WEAPONS (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)) 0.96 0.89 $ 50,299,696.91
7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) 1.00 0.98 $ 18,721,943.72
4.2 AFICA’s Prioritized PSCs and the Kraljic Portfolio Matrix
Using MODA as a framework provides a unique analytical method to score the
attributes associated with each axis of the KPM. Tables 16 - 18 and Tables 19 -
21 provide the Supply Market Complexity and Installation Mission Impact scores
respectively for each PSC and are located in Appendix D. Using the scores from both
tables, each (vx(xi), vy(yi))-pair representing each PSC is positioned within the KPM
as shown in Figure 10. A summary of the count of PSCs per KPM quadrant is also
provided in Table 5. The discussion that follows examines each quadrant containing
PSCs in more detail.
Table 5. AFICA KPM Quadrant Breakdown
Quadrant Nr. Quadrant Count
I Leverage 137
II Strategic 1
III Bottleneck 0
IV Noncritical 0
Total: 138
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Quadrant I – Leverage.
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Figure 11. Quadrant I – Leverage
Positioning prioritized PSCs using the MODA framework method confirms AFICA
internal analysis processes given that 137 of the 138 PSCs are positioned in the Lever-
age quadrant of the KPM. Research shows that this quadrant is best suited for re-
ductions in cost and it is suggested the purchasing organization use its full buying
power to exploit this type of market through “tough negotiations, targeted pricing
and product substitution” (Gelderman & Van Weele, 2002). It is helpful to take a
closer look at the Leverage quadrant by bisecting both axes to create four equal par-
titions or sub-quadrants. There is no mathematical or analytical thrust for this type
of breakdown. It is simply a method employed to take a closer look at the Leverage
Quadrant. The results of this breakdown are shown in Table 6 and their respective
Figures are provided in Appendix G (Figures 22 - 25). Most importantly, AFICA’s
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Table 6. Leverage Quadrant Breakdown
Partition
Nr.
SAVF 1 Range SAVF 2 Range Count
1 (0.75, 1.00) (0.75, 1.00) 106
2 (0.75, 1.00) (0.50, 0.75) 25
3 (0.50, 0.75) (0.50, 0.75) 2
4 (0.50, 0.75) (0.75, 1.00) 4
analysis is further justified due to the fact 106 of the 138 PSCs in this quadrant are in
the partition producing the highest attribute scores. To state this another way, 106
of the 138 PSCs are located in a portion of the KPM most advantageous to exploit
purchasing power and reduce costs.
Quadrant II – Strategic.
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Figure 12. Quadrant II – Strategic
Only one PSC is located in the Strategic Quadrant, PSC 5680 - Miscellaneous
Construction Materials as shown in Figure 12. Sensitivity analysis was conducted on
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SAVF 2 given the difficulty of eliciting multiple value preference scores. To perform
sensitivity analysis, value preference scores associated with the IBISWorld Buyer
Power Score of 4.00 were adjusted from 0.75 to 0.95 in 0.05 increments. For each
increment, a new exponential curve was fit to the corresponding distribution. In
each case, the only effect to the KPM was the entire plot of its PSCs shifted to the
right resulting in an increase in the number of PSCs positioned within the Strategic
Quadrant. Table 7 identifies the number of PSCs positioned within the Strategic
Quadrant for a given value associated with the IBISWorld Buyer Power Score of
4.00. In the worst case, reducing the value associated with an IBISWorld Buyer
Table 7. Strategic Quadrant Sensitivity Analysis
Distribution
Value
Nr. PSCs in
Strategic Quadrant
0.95 0
0.90* 1
0.85 6
0.80 9
0.75 17
*Current value used to create SAVF 2
Power Score of 4.00 from its current value of 0.90 to 0.75 results in 16 additional PSCs
transitioning from the Leverage Quadrant to the Strategic Quadrant and is depicted
in Figure 13. This scenario only exists if the value of an IBISWorld Buyer Power
Score of 4.00 is overestimated from its current value of 90%. However, it is unlikely
this value reaches 0.75 due to the fact the curve at this level is almost linear (see Figure
14). Moreover, discussions while assessing value judgments indicate a linear curve is
not in line with underlying belief of AFICA representatives and therefore rules out
this possibility. However, an increasing exponential curve is a better representation
of value preference. AFICA can still use this information to determine if Leverage
Quadrant strategies are suitable for the 16 PSCs capable of shifting quadrants.
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Figure 13. New Strategic Quadrant
4.3 MODA Framework Continued
To further examine PSCs positioned within the KPM, weights are elicited for
both single attribute value functions by using the process outlined in section 3.7. Re-
call that (vx(x
0), vy(y
0)) = 0 and (vx(x
∗), vy(y
∗)) = 100. These two points represent
opposing ends of the KPM in the Bottleneck and Leverage quadrants respectively.
To determine weights, values are elicited for the following scenarios: (vx(x
∗), vy(y
0))
and (vx(x
0), vy(y
∗)) which also represent opposing ends of the KPM in the Noncrit-
ical and Strategic quadrants respectively. The location of these values are shown in
Figure 15 below and are outlined in red. AFICA representatives revealed the two
locations under consideration represent the worst possible scenario in which to oper-
ate given the limitations imposed by the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). Such
limitations are not discussed here. However, it can easily be understood that the
weight associated with the strategic quadrant represents a scenario where an item
is extremely important to the mission but is only found in a very complex market.
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Figure 14. SAVF 1 Curve Sensitivity Analysis
The weight associated with the noncritical item represents an item not important
to the mission yet abides in a complex market. Either scenario is not preferred by
AFICA representatives. Value preference elicitation sessions revealed they preferred
to swing attribute Y (Installation Mission Impact) to its best while holding attribute
X (Supply Market Complexity) at its worst over the opposing situation. However, the
value they assigned to this swing was roughly 50%. The same held for the opposing
situation. Swinging attribute X to its best while holding attribute Y represented a
value of approximately 50% to the team. To move forward, the values in Table 8
were assigned for ease of calculation. However, sensitivity analysis was performed on
the weights. The weights are used to create a multi-attribute value function (MAVF)
using Equation 3.7. The MAVF is a weighted sum of multiple single attribute value
functions using the weights identified in Table 8. The MAVF takes the attribute
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Figure 15. Location of swing weight pairs
Table 8. MAVF Weights
Weight Value
wy 0.52
wx 0.48
wxy 0.00
scores for each PSC as inputs to produce a rank-order list of PSCs.The complete
listing of MAVF scores is provided in Appendix D. The top 25 are listed in Table 9
for pertinent discussion. In practice, the MAVF is used to evaluate each alternative
and identify the “winner,” or the “best choice” among numerous alternatives, with
regard to the hierarchical set of evaluation measures. To create a MAVF for the KPM
is not necessary since the scoring of the two SAVFs allows positioning withing the
KPM. However, the MAVF may be useful to an organization such as AFICA that is
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Table 9. Top 25 PSCs
PSC PSC Description FY10-14 Spend ($M) MAVF Score
7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) $ 18.72 0.991
7025 7025 (ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES) $ 463.26 0.973
5836 5836 (VIDEO RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT) $ 54.37 0.965
7045 7045 (ADP SUPPLIES) $ 50.67 0.963
7020 7020 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), ANALOG) $ 52.81 0.960
7021 7021 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL) $ 288.63 0.960
7520 7520 (OFFICE DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES) $ 24.17 0.955
8415 8415 (CLOTHING, SPECIAL PURPOSE) $ 162.60 0.949
5810 5810 (COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS) $ 594.46 0.937
5985 5985 (ANTENNAS, WAVEGUIDES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT) $ 628.88 0.936
5999 5999 (MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS) $ 581.36 0.935
7050 7050 (ADP COMPONENTS) $ 360.90 0.934
7010 7010 (ADPE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION) $ 666.54 0.932
AC56 AC56 (R&D- DEFENSE SYSTEM: WEAPONS (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)) $ 50.30 0.927
5805 5805 (TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT) $ 363.59 0.923
5840 5840 (RADAR EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT AIRBORNE) $ 776.04 0.922
V126
V126 (TRANSPORTATION/TRAVEL/RELOCATION- TRANSPORTATION: SPACE
TRANSPORTATION/LAUNCH)
$ 3,745.18 0.921
7030 7030 (ADP SOFTWARE) $ 1,703.97 0.920
J049
J049 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR SHOP EQUIPMENT)
$ 115.22 0.914
R706 R706 (SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT: LOGISTICS SUPPORT) $ 5,572.89 0.912
D316 D316 (IT AND TELECOM- TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK MANAGEMENT) $ 716.58 0.912
J066
J066 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- INSTRUMENTS AND
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT)
$ 418.84 0.911
R497 R497 (SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: PERSONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS) $ 391.60 0.911
AJ16
AJ16 (R&D- GENERAL SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY: PHYSICAL SCIENCES
(MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT))
$ 126.75 0.910
J059
J059 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS)
$ 1,779.29 0.909
positioning items within the KPM for the first time. This is because the rank-order
list may provide insight in answering the question: “Now that items are positioned
with the KPM, where do we start?” It is important to note that the “winner” maxi-
mizes the value measures according to the assigned weights. For the list in Table 9,
PSC 7490 (Miscellaneous Office Machines) has the highest MAVF score. This simply
connotes this particular PSC, given the supplied weighting as discussed previously,
has the highest impact to mission and is in the “best” buyer’s market. It can be con-
sidered the “best” candidate for AFICA to start with in applying commercial best
practice strategies to reduce costs.
4.4 Cost – Benefit Trade Space
MODA allows additional analysis by examining the cost-benefit trade space. To
do this, a scatterplot is created using the MAVF score and its associated cost. The
y-axis (MAVF Score) in this figure only considers the range of values from 0.70 to 1.00
given that this range fully captures the cost-benefit trade space. The non-dominated
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Figure 16. Cost-Benefit Trade Space and Non-Dominated Alternatives
PSCs are marked accordingly with the assumption that AFICA prefers to reduce
costs to the most expensive PSCs with the highest “benefit” (MAVF Score) first.
The nondominated PSCs form the Pareto optimal set, or efficient frontier, of PSCs.
Kirkwood (1996) states that “the most preferred alternative for a decision problem
will be in the efficient set.” Again, identifying the Pareto optimal set is beneficial to
an organization such as AFICA when positioning items within the KPM in that it
may determine the “best” place to start implementing new or improved purchasing
strategies. The Pareto optimal set shown in Figure 16 is also listed in Table 10 below.
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Table 10. AFICA PSC Pareto Optimal Set
PSC PSC Description FY10-14 Spend ($M) MAVF Score
7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) $ 18.72 0.991
7025 7025 (ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES) $ 463.26 0.973
7050 7050 (ADP COMPONENTS) $ 360.90 0.934
5840 5840 (RADAR EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT AIRBORNE) $ 776.04 0.922
V126
V126 (TRANSPORTATION/TRAVEL/RELOCATION- TRANSPORTATION: SPACE
TRANSPORTATION/LAUNCH)
$ 3,745.18 0.921
3695 3695 (MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL INDUSTRY MACHINERY) $ 40.96 0.904
7195 7195 (MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE AND FIXTURES) $ 48.49 0.901
4.5 Sensitivity Analysis
The value of considering the MAVF is the ability to perform sensitivity analysis
with regard to the weights associated with each SAVF. This analysis provides insight
as to whether or not the MODA framework provides a robust technique or not with
regard to changes in the swing weights. The figures below show the effect of changes in
the swing weights associated with both fundamental objectives. Figure 17 illustrates
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Figure 17. Sensitivity to wx
the impact of adjusting wx, the weight assigned to the first fundamental objective:
Minimizing Supply Market Complexity. The dashed line in this figure represents
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a range of 0.38 ≤ wx ≤ 0.58. Figure 18 illustrates the impact of adjusting wy, the
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Figure 18. Sensitivity to wy
weight assigned to the second fundamental objective: Maximizing Installation Mission
Impact. The dashed line indicates a range of 0.42 ≤ wy ≤ 0.62. In both cases, the top
four PSCs do not change order. Additionally, in all possible combinations of adjusting
w1 and w2 between (−0.10,+0.10), at most only twelve different PSCs were present
within the top 10. They are identified in Table 11 below. Moreover, the top 8 always
Table 11. 12 PSCs within ±0.10 of current assigned weights
PSC PSC Description
7490 MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES
7025 ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES
5836 VIDEO RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT
7045 ADP SUPPLIES
7020 ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT CPU, COMPUTER, ANALOG
7021 ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT CPU, COMPUTER, DIGITAL
7520 OFFICE DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES
8415 CLOTHING, SPECIAL PURPOSE
5810 COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS
5985 ANTENNAS, WAVEGUIDES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
5999 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
7050 ADP COMPONENTS
remained within the top 10 list. In only specific instances, the 9th and 10th ranking
PSCs (5810 and 5985) were replaced by either 5999 or 7050. The list of twelve PSCs
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can also represent a good starting point for AFICA to pursue further analysis. In all,
the sensitivity analysis results confirm the robustness of using MODA, the power of
using MODA as a framework to position PSCs in the KPM, the MODA’s ability to
accurately map PSCs, and the adequate reflection of the underlying value preference
structure of decision makers.
4.6 AFICA’s Non-Prioritized PSCs and the Kraljic Portfolio Matrix
To further examine our MODA-framework, we positioned eleven PSCs (Table 12)
within the KPM that were not part of AFICA’s prioritized set of 138 using the same
SAVFs as described in section 4.1.
Table 12. Non-Prioritized PSC List
PSC PSC DESCRIPTION
J042
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIP–FIRE FIGHTING/RESCUE/SAFETY EQUIP;
ENVIRON PROTECT EQUIP/MATLS
F015 NATURAL RESOURCES/CONSERVATION–WELL DRILLING/EXPLORATORY
R704 SUPPORT–MANAGEMENT: AUDITING
D310 IT AND TELECOM–CYBER SECURITY AND DATA BACKUP
W022 LEASE OR RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT–RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
6635 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES TESTING AND INSPECTION
6830 GASES: COMPRESSED AND LIQUEFIED
G002 SOCIAL–CHAPLAIN
5640 WALLBOARD, BUILDING PAPER, AND THERMAL INSULATION MATERIALS
C215 ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING- GENERAL: PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
J060
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- FIBER OPTICS MATERIALS, COMPO-
NENTS, ASSEMBLIES, AND ACCESSORIES
Appendix I provides a breakdown of their SAVF and MAVF scores and Figure
19 provides their respective position within the KPM. We immediately notice that
two PSCs (6635 and R704) are positioned in the Leverage quadrant. They represent
a combined annual spend of nearly $25M. However, both PSCs were not prioritized
by AFICA to be considered for cost reduction. This is due to the fact that AFICA’s
internal analysis used overall spend with their KPI scoring criteria as a means to prior-
itize PSCs. Although we understand AFICA’s desire to focus its efforts on PSCs that
have large impacts on the USAF budget, our analysis highlights that this prioritization
criteria may result in potential missed opportunities for cost reduction. In fact, this
discussion promotes positioning PSCs within the KPM using the MODA-framework
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Figure 19. KPM Plot of Non-Prioritized PSCs
as an effective starting point prior to implementing AFICA internal analysis.
We noted that seven PSCs were positioned in the strategic quadrant and that the
only PSC that appeared “abnormal” is PSC G002. A score of 0.00 was assigned for
SAVF 1 due to the fact IBISworld does not provide any market research for this type
of service. The question was raised: Was the correct attribute selected to measure this
particular fundamental objective? We assumed that no market report is indicative of a
market that is not a “buyer’s market.” Therefore, according to our scoring criteria, we
assumed this is a completely complex market in which to operate, we ensured AFICA
confirmed this assumption, and we assigned its attribute score as 0.00. This fact,
along with the fact that spending remained steady from FY10-14, resulted in G002
being positioned in the strategic quadrant. Therefore, we have no reason to believe an
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inappropriate evaluation measure i in use. Although G002 is only responsible for an
average of $3.6M of annual spend for FY10-14, the MODA framework appropriately
positions it in the strategic quadrant. Again, by not considering KPM position first
and only relying on the combination of KPI score and overall spend, AFICA may not
be able to identify PSCs that should require further investigation as a result of its
divergence from the leverage quadrant.
Of interest is the fact that no PSCs were positioned within the bottleneck quad-
rant. Therefore the question was raised: Do the current value functions prohibit
positioning within the bottleneck quadrant? First, we see that a PSC must obtain
an IBISWorld Buyer Power Score of less than 2.13 and a PSC – Installation spend
slope delta of less than −1.32. Of the 967 possible IBISWorld Buyer Power Scores,
11 are less than 2.13. Of the 1,702 PSCs involved in Installation Spend, 24 have a
PSC – Installation spend slope delta of less than −1.32. Although relatively small,
opportunities do exist for PSCs to be positioned within the bottleneck quadrant. At
first glance, the limited number of opportunities for bottleneck positioning may seem
illogical. However, two explanations lend credence to this phenomena:
1. Discussions with AFICA revealed that items procured (PSCs) to run installa-
tions are more often than not common goods and services of which markets
exist beyond USAF needs.
2. In Kraljic’s seminal work, he provides an example of a company that defined
only 75 out of 5,000 items as either strategic or bottleneck.
Finally, after calculating their respective MAVF scores and including them in
the Cost–Benefit Trade Space Plot, we find that the Pareto Optimal Set does not
change. Again, this is due to the low FY10-14 spend of the non-prioritized PSCs. We
noted that although non-prioritized PSCs may not land in the Pareto Optimal Set,
the aggregate spend of non-prioritized PSCs within the leverage quadrant should not
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be overlooked. We emphasize that the Leverage Quadrant is the starting point for
finding PSCs with high potential for cost reduction. The KPM helps identify such
PSCs. The Pareto Optimal set simply identifies which of those PSCs to select first
for implementing strategic sourcing efforts.
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V. Discussion
5.1 Conclusions
This research demonstrated the ability to position items within the Kraljic Port-
folio Matrix (KPM) both accurately and quantitatively by using multi-objective de-
cision analysis (MODA) as a framework. We have demonstrated that this technique
is effective in answering the Air Force Installation Contracting Agency’s (AFICA)
fundamental research question: How does AFICA determine if current contracting
strategies are in line with commercial best practices? We recognized that the events
surrounding sequestration offered a unique opportunity to create a KPM-positioning
method based on past decision information. The mere fact we accurately reflected
prior decisions is indicative of the applicability of the MODA framework for future
applications. Therefore, we suggest that future applications of this framework within
the U.S. Government identify a new evaluation measure for the Installation Mission
Impact fundamental objective. This is appropriate given that MODA is a method for
future decision-making and should take into consideration the current value prefer-
ences of decision makers rather than rely solely on a prior decision context. For use
in the commercial sector, one can easily revert to Kraljic’s work and retain the Profit
Impact fundamental objective while using Percentage of Sales or Sales Volume as an
evaluation measure.
During the development of our evaluation measures, we were unaware of which
Product and Service Codes (PSCs) that AFICA would provide for analysis. The only
information supplied was that the finalized set of PSCs would account for roughly
80% of Fiscal Year (FY) 2010-2014 spend and that AFICA should select PSCs well-
suited for cost reductions. This insight allowed us to hypothesize that such PSCs
should be categorized appropriately by position within the KPM. Final positioning of
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the prioritized set of PSCs confirmed both AFICA internal analytic procedures and
the usefulness of this methodology in that selected PSCs and KPM position were an
excellent match. However, even though AFICA internal analytic procedures identified
PSCs with a high potential for cost reduction, analyzing the set of “Non-Prioritized
PSCs” provided quality insight that cannot be overstated. PSCs with a potential for
cost reduction were identified not previously selected by AFICA. Additionally, outliers
requiring further investigation were easily exposed. We therefore conclude that the
accurate positioning of both the AFICA-prioritized set and the non-prioritized set of
PSCs further strengthened the MODA-framework positioning method.
Moreover, where prior quantitative techniques only provided KPM position of
items, the MODA framework facilitated additional analysis in at least three ap-
proaches:
1. Sensitivity analysis was performed on the value measures for each SAVF. Our
analysis highlighted the robustness of the MODA approach. A ±10% swing
on the vx(4.00) = 0.90 value score for measuring supply market complexity re-
sulted in only eight additional PSCs entering the strategic quadrant and exiting
the leverage quadrant. These results showed that value preference elicitation
sessions were an effective technique to obtain underlying judgment of decision
makers and that the individual value preference scores and the range between
them were properly captured.
2. Sensitivity analysis was performed on the weights associated with the MAVF.
Our analysis again highlighted the robustness of the MODA approach. A ±10%
swing for either weight identified a rather narrow pool of PSCs as “best” can-
didates for AFICA to consider for further analysis. Of the 138 possible PSCs,
only 12 entered the “Top 10” for a sensitivity range of 20%.
3. Cost-benefit analysis enabled the development of a Pareto frontier that is based
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on a combination of overall value and total cost. It provided a good starting
point for strategic sourcing considerations that is based on the value judgments
of decision makers.
5.2 Recommendations
When only considering the prioritized set of PSCs, Figure 13, Table 4, Table
9, and Table 10 provide AFICA the suggested PSCs with which to perform further
analysis. The first step is to compare current contracting strategies with commercial
best practice to determine if a mismatch exists. Discussions with AFICA revealed
that most installation contracts apply a fixed price strategy, and more specifically a
Firm-Fixed Price (FFP) strategy, whereby a supplier is awarded a base-year contract
with four option years. Prices for the four option years typically include graduated
price increases each successive year. However, commercial best practice as evidenced
in literature suggests a different approach for the PSCs positioned within the leverage
quadrant.
Gelderman and Van Weele, (2002) stress that the “important benefit of Kraljic’s
portfolio model is that the actual using and customizing lead to a better understand-
ing of the strategic issues at hand.” They go on to say that “each of the four categories
requires a distinctive approach.” Given that nearly all of the prioritized set of PSCs
provided by AFICA are procured under a fixed price, or even a FFP-type contract, it
is evident this is in sharp contrast to the approaches outlined by Gelderman and Van
Weele as shown in Figure 20 below. Five-year contracts do indeed create efficiencies
in processing for contracting officers. However, the result is that opportunities to re-
duce costs only occur every five years. This approach may be appropriate in the case
of high supplier trust and limited presence of suppliers, but for the vast majority of
contracts in the leverage quadrant, Gelderman and van Weele advise the exploitation
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Figure 20. KPM Categories and Purchasing Approaches, adapted from Gelderman &
van Weele (2002)
of power through tough negotiations, targeted pricing, and product substitutions. Ef-
forts to implement these actions may quite possibly result in substantial cost savings
for the Air Force.
Once AFICA determines the correct procurement strategy, the next step is to
perform a thorough cost analysis to assist in implementing the strategies supplied in
Figure 20 above. To aid in this effort, Ellram (1996) maps cost analysis techniques
to each of the four KPM quadrants. This mapping is provided in Figure 21 below.
For the prioritized set of PSCs provided by AFICA, most of which are located in
the Leverage quadrant, a thorough industry analysis is already in work; highlighted
by the organizational review of IBISWorld Buyer Power reports for each PSC and
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Figure 21. KPM Categories & Cost Analysis Techniques, adapted from Ellram (1996)
their associated IBISWorld Buyer Power scores. It is recommended AFICA also
perform a “should cost” analysis as well as total cost modeling approaches to aid in
a strategic view of cost rather than a tactical view. Such analysis is fundamental to
fully implementing strategic sourcing efforts and maximizing value to taxpayers.
5.3 Future Research
Rather than simply apply the MODA framework to a prioritized set of PSCs, we
suggest applying this framework to all PSCs under the purview of AFICA. Results will
either confirm its application or highlight weaknesses in its ability to accurately and
quantitatively position PSCs within the KPM. Moreover, positioning in the KPM
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prior to undergoing AFICA internal analysis ensures missed opportunities for cost
reductions are minimized.
We also suggest that a new MODA approach be implemented through interaction
at the category manager level for three reasons:
1. The limitations highlighted for the Installation Mission Impact fundamental
objective may hide current underlying judgments not captured under the as-
sumptions required for this research.
2. The MODA framework is meant to also provide a strategic look at purchasing
and not be relegated to a tactical tool for contracting officers or contracting
organizations only.
3. Interaction at the decision-maker level represents what Parnell calls the “Plat-
inum Standard” which represents the highest level of credibility applicable to a
MODA value model (Parnell et al., 2013).
In our research, we provided a quantitative technique to position items within
the KPM and identified purchasing strategies (commercial best practices) to employ
based on KPM position. However, we did not consider the impact of the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR). Therefore, we suggest future research consider the
impact of the FAR by answering the following question: Does the FAR inhibit appli-
cation of commercial best practices altogether or only within specific quadrants of the
KPM?
Given the favorable results of applying MODA as a framework to the KPM, it
is suggested that a full MODA be applied to a sample of purchasing organizations
to determine quantitatively how fully Kraljic captures the fundamental objectives
and their associated trade-offs within his matrix. A full MODA will likely unveil
an expanded objectives hierarchy for purchasing organizations. This may in turn
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uncover hidden values not captured by the KPM that may influence buyer-supplier
relationships, procurement strategies, and market analysis.
Finally, deciding where to position commodities, services, or PSCs within the
KPM need not be a subjective experience especially when we consider the fact that
the “items” we desire to position may involve an immense allocation of resources
and quite possibly enormous sums of money. Therefore, we have shown the MODA
framework to be well-suited for purchasing, supply chain, and category managers to
make this positioning decision from a quantitative rather than a subjective approach.
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Appendix A. Governemt–Wide Category Structure
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Appendix B. Government Contract Options
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Appendix C. Prioritized PSCs
Table 13. Prioritized PSCs
PSC PSC Description
1550 UNMANNED AIRCRAFT
1560 AIRFRAME STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS
1680 MISCELLANEOUS AIRCRAFT ACCESSORIES AND COMPONENTS
1730 AIRCRAFT GROUND SERVICING EQUIPMENT
2330 TRAILERS
2590 MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS
2840 GAS TURBINES AND JET ENGINES, AIRCRAFT, PRIME MOVING; AND COMPONENTS
3590 MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE AND TRADE EQUIPMENT
3695 MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL INDUSTRY MACHINERY
3990 MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT
4120 AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
4210 FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
4240 SAFETY AND RESCUE EQUIPMENT
4310 COMPRESSORS AND VACUUM PUMPS
4910 MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT
4920 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT
4940 MISCELLANEOUS MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT
5340 HARDWARE, COMMERCIAL
5410 PREFABRICATED AND PORTABLE BUILDINGS
5680 MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
5805 TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT
5810 COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS
5820 RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT AIRBORNE
5826 RADIO NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT, AIRBORNE
5836 VIDEO RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT
5840 RADAR EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT AIRBORNE
5841 RADAR EQUIPMENT, AIRBORNE
5865
ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES, COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES AND QUICK REACTION
CAPABILITY EQUIPMENT
5895 MISCELLANEOUS COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
5930 SWITCHES
5975 ELECTRICAL HARDWARE AND SUPPLIES
5985 ANTENNAS, WAVEGUIDES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT
5995 CABLE, CORD, AND WIRE ASSEMBLIES: COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
5998 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLIES, BOARDS, CARDS, AND ASSOCIATED HARDWARE
5999 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
6150 MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRIC POWER AND DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT
6350 MISCELLANEOUS ALARM, SIGNAL, AND SECURITY DETECTION SYSTEMS
6515 MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLIES
6625 ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES MEASURING AND TESTING INSTRUMENTS
6640 LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
6650 OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
6910 TRAINING AIDS
6930 OPERATION TRAINING DEVICES
7010 ADPE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
7020 ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), ANALOG
7021 ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL
7025 ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES
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Table 14. Prioritized PSCs cont’d
PSC PSC Description
7030 ADP SOFTWARE
7035 ADP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
7045 ADP SUPPLIES
7050 ADP COMPONENTS
7110 OFFICE FURNITURE
7125 CABINETS, LOCKERS, BINS, AND SHELVING
7195 MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE AND FIXTURES
7220 FLOOR COVERINGS
7290 MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCES
7320 KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES
7490 MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES
7510 OFFICE SUPPLIES
7520 OFFICE DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES
8010 PAINTS, DOPES, VARNISHES, AND RELATED PRODUCTS
8145 SPECIALIZED SHIPPING AND STORAGE CONTAINERS
8415 CLOTHING, SPECIAL PURPOSE
8465 INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT
AC26 R&D- DEFENSE SYSTEM: MISSILE/SPACE SYSTEMS (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)
AC56 R&D- DEFENSE SYSTEM: WEAPONS (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)
AJ16 R&D- GENERAL SCIENCE/TECHNOLOGY: PHYSICAL SCIENCES (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)
AZ16 R&D- OTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT)
B599 SPECIAL STUDIES/ANALYSIS- OTHER
C211
ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING- GENERAL: LANDSCAPING, INTERIOR LAYOUT, AND
DESIGNING
C219 ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING- GENERAL: OTHER
D304 IT AND TELECOM- TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSMISSION
D307 IT AND TELECOM- IT STRATEGY AND ARCHITECTURE
D308 IT AND TELECOM- PROGRAMMING
D316 IT AND TELECOM- TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK MANAGEMENT
D319 IT AND TELECOM- ANNUAL SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE SERVICE PLANS
D399 IT AND TELECOM- OTHER IT AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS
F999 OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
J010 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- WEAPONS
J015
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- AIRCRAFT AND AIRFRAME STRUCTURAL
COMPONENTS
J016 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
J028 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ENGINES, TURBINES, AND COMPONENTS
J041
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- REFRIGERATION, AIR CONDITIONING, AND AIR
CIRCULATING EQUIPMENT
J049 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP EQUIPMENT
J058
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- COMMUNICATION, DETECTION, AND COHERENT
RADIATION EQUIPMENT
J059
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
COMPONENTS
J061
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ELECTRIC WIRE AND POWER DISTRIBUTION
EQUIPMENT
J063
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ALARM, SIGNAL, AND SECURITY DETECTION
SYSTEMS
J065
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- MEDICAL, DENTAL, AND VETERINARY
EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
J066 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- INSTRUMENTS AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
J069 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES
J070
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- ADP EQUIPMENT/SOFTWARE/SUPPLIES/
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
J099 MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- MISCELLANEOUS
L014 TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVE- GUIDED MISSILES
M119 OPER OF GOVT OTHER ADMIN-SVC BLDGS
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Table 15. Prioritized PSCs cont’d
PSC PSC Description
M123 OPER OF GOVT RADAR & NAV FACILITY
M127 OPER OF GOVT ELCT & COMM SYS FAC
M199 OPER OF GOVT MISC BLDGS
Q201 MEDICAL- GENERAL HEALTH CARE
Q401 MEDICAL- NURSING
Q999 MEDICAL- OTHER
R408 SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: PROGRAM MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT
R414 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING SERVICES
R421 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
R425 SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL
R426 SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: COMMUNICATIONS)
R497 SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: PERSONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS
R499 SUPPORT- PROFESSIONAL: OTHER
R699 SUPPORT- ADMINISTRATIVE: OTHER
R706 SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT: LOGISTICS SUPPORT
R707 SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT: CONTRACT/PROCUREMENT/ACQUISITION SUPPORT
R799 SUPPORT- MANAGEMENT: OTHER
S112 UTILITIES- ELECTRIC
S201 HOUSEKEEPING- CUSTODIAL JANITORIAL
S203 HOUSEKEEPING- FOOD
S205 HOUSEKEEPING- TRASH/GARBAGE COLLECTION
S208 HOUSEKEEPING- LANDSCAPING/GROUNDSKEEPING
S209 HOUSEKEEPING- LAUNDRY/DRYCLEANING
S216 HOUSEKEEPING- FACILITIES OPERATIONS SUPPORT
S299 HOUSEKEEPING- OTHER
V126
TRANSPORTATION/TRAVEL/RELOCATION- TRANSPORTATION: SPACE TRANSPORTATION/
LAUNCH
V231
TRANSPORTATION/TRAVEL/RELOCATION-TRAVEL/LODGING/RECRUITMENT: LODGING,
HOTEL/MOTEL
W023
LEASE OR RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT- GROUND EFFECT VEHICLES, MOTOR VEHICLES,
TRAILERS, AND CYCLES
Y199 CONSTRUCT/MISC BLDGS
Y1AA CONSTRUCTION OF OFFICE BUILDINGS
Y1JZ CONSTRUCTION OF MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS
Z111 MAINT-REP-ALT/OFFICE BLDGS
Z119 MAINT-REP-ALT/OTHER ADMIN BLDGS
Z199 MAINT-REP-ALT/MISC BLDGS
Z1AA MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE BUILDINGS
Z1AZ MAINTENANCE OF OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE FACILITIES AND SERVICE BUILDINGS
Z1JZ MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS
Z1PZ MAINTENANCE OF OTHER NON-BUILDING FACILITIES
Z222 MAINT-REP-ALT/HWYS-RDS-STS-BRDGS-RA
Z299 MAINT, REP/ALTER/ALL OTHER
Z2AA REPAIR OR ALTERATION OF OFFICE BUILDINGS
Z2JZ REPAIR OR ALTERATION OF MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS
Z2LB REPAIR OR ALTERATION OF HIGHWAYS/ROADS/STREETS/BRIDGES/RAILWAYS
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Appendix D. Supply Market Complexity Value Function
Scores
Table 16. Single Attribute Value Function 1 – Supply Market Complexity
PSC IBIS Score – xi Attribute Score – vx(xi)
7490 4.76 0.98
7520 4.76 0.98
5985 4.58 0.96
7010 4.49 0.96
5805 4.45 0.95
5895 4.45 0.95
7025 4.37 0.94
5810 4.32 0.94
5820 4.32 0.94
5836 4.32 0.94
J058 4.29 0.93
7045 4.18 0.92
7510 4.18 0.92
7020 4.14 0.92
7021 4.14 0.92
D316 4.03 0.90
D399 4.03 0.90
8415 3.98 0.90
AC26 3.95 0.89
AC56 3.95 0.89
AJ16 3.95 0.89
AZ16 3.95 0.89
R408 3.95 0.89
R426 3.95 0.89
R497 3.95 0.89
R499 3.95 0.89
R699 3.95 0.89
R706 3.95 0.89
R799 3.95 0.89
1550 3.92 0.89
5826 3.79 0.87
5840 3.79 0.87
5841 3.79 0.87
7030 3.79 0.87
J059 3.79 0.87
J070 3.79 0.87
J099 3.79 0.87
D308 3.75 0.87
5999 3.74 0.86
7035 3.73 0.86
7050 3.73 0.86
6650 3.72 0.86
J066 3.72 0.86
5865 3.70 0.86
5995 3.70 0.86
J010 3.68 0.86
J028 3.68 0.86
J049 3.68 0.86
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Table 17. Single Attribute Value Function 1 – Supply Market Complexity cont’d
PSC IBIS Score – xi Attribute Score – vx(xi)
D319 3.66 0.85
4240 3.62 0.85
5998 3.61 0.85
S201 3.60 0.84
S299 3.60 0.84
V126 3.59 0.84
V231 3.59 0.84
M119 3.58 0.84
M123 3.58 0.84
M127 3.58 0.84
M199 3.58 0.84
S216 3.58 0.84
5930 3.54 0.83
5975 3.54 0.83
7125 3.54 0.83
6640 3.52 0.83
D304 3.52 0.83
6515 3.48 0.82
J065 3.48 0.82
Q401 3.48 0.82
1730 3.45 0.82
J069 3.46 0.82
1560 3.44 0.82
R707 3.44 0.82
C211 3.41 0.81
3695 3.40 0.81
5340 3.39 0.81
J061 3.38 0.81
6910 3.37 0.80
6930 3.37 0.80
4910 3.35 0.80
S112 3.36 0.80
4120 3.34 0.80
S203 3.31 0.79
S209 3.31 0.79
7195 3.30 0.79
6150 3.29 0.79
3590 3.27 0.79
5410 3.27 0.79
6625 3.27 0.79
R414 3.25 0.78
R425 3.25 0.78
8465 3.24 0.78
7290 3.20 0.77
J041 3.20 0.77
2840 3.19 0.77
S208 3.19 0.77
7220 3.17 0.77
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Table 18. Single Attribute Value Function 1 – Supply Market Complexity cont’d
PSC IBIS Score – xi Attribute Score – vx(xi)
F999 3.16 0.77
B599 3.15 0.76
L014 3.15 0.76
R421 3.15 0.76
Z222 3.15 0.76
Z2LB 3.15 0.76
3990 3.14 0.76
J063 3.13 0.76
4310 3.11 0.76
8145 3.10 0.75
W023 3.09 0.75
Y199 3.09 0.75
Y1AA 3.09 0.75
Y1JZ 3.09 0.75
Z111 3.06 0.75
Z119 3.06 0.75
Z199 3.06 0.75
Z1AA 3.06 0.75
Z1AZ 3.06 0.75
Z1JZ 3.06 0.75
Z1PZ 3.06 0.75
Z299 3.06 0.75
Z2AA 3.06 0.75
Z2JZ 3.06 0.75
7110 3.03 0.74
D307 2.98 0.73
4210 2.97 0.73
7320 2.97 0.73
6350 2.92 0.72
S205 2.91 0.71
C219 2.85 0.70
Q201 2.74 0.68
Q999 2.74 0.68
8010 2.65 0.65
2330 2.64 0.65
2590 2.45 0.60
1680 2.39 0.58
4920 2.39 0.58
4940 2.39 0.58
J015 2.39 0.58
J016 2.39 0.58
5680 2.11 0.50
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Appendix E. Installation Mission Impact Value Function
Scores
Table 19. Single Attribute Value Function 2 – Installation Mission Impact
PSC Spend Slope Delta – yi Attribute Score – vy(yi)
2590 15.06 1.00
7045 10.95 1.00
6350 4.42 1.00
7490 2.98 1.00
4910 2.36 1.00
5999 2.24 1.00
4120 2.18 1.00
7020 2.18 1.00
7195 2.10 1.00
Z111 1.92 1.00
7220 1.91 1.00
7021 1.71 1.00
5410 1.44 1.00
7050 1.31 1.00
3590 1.10 1.00
4210 1.05 1.00
7025 0.98 1.00
7290 0.98 1.00
Z2LB 0.96 1.00
Z1JZ 0.91 0.99
8415 0.89 0.99
Z1AA 0.87 0.99
Y1JZ 0.85 0.99
V126 0.85 0.99
3695 0.80 0.99
5836 0.78 0.99
8010 0.76 0.98
Z222 0.71 0.98
6515 0.67 0.98
5680 0.63 0.97
Z2AA 0.58 0.97
5840 0.53 0.96
Z199 0.51 0.96
J049 0.51 0.96
7030 0.49 0.96
7110 0.47 0.96
2330 0.47 0.96
4310 0.46 0.96
Z1AZ 0.43 0.95
AC56 0.41 0.95
J066 0.41 0.95
V231 0.40 0.95
7320 0.36 0.95
L014 0.35 0.94
1730 0.33 0.94
C211 0.31 0.94
5975 0.31 0.94
7035 0.31 0.94
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Table 20. Single Attribute Value Function 2 – Installation Mission Impact
PSC Spend Slope Delta – yi Attribute Score – vy(yi)
J059 0.28 0.94
D304 0.25 0.93
Z2JZ 0.24 0.93
5810 0.21 0.93
S216 0.21 0.93
3990 0.20 0.93
6930 0.19 0.93
7125 0.19 0.93
S299 0.18 0.93
S112 0.18 0.93
7520 0.17 0.92
R706 0.16 0.92
4920 0.16 0.92
J041 0.15 0.92
R497 0.15 0.92
6150 0.15 0.92
Z1PZ 0.14 0.92
AJ16 0.13 0.92
R425 0.11 0.92
6650 0.11 0.92
M119 0.11 0.92
2840 0.11 0.91
5340 0.11 0.91
J099 0.10 0.91
J016 0.08 0.91
D316 0.08 0.91
Q201 0.07 0.91
1550 0.07 0.91
J065 0.06 0.91
Q999 0.06 0.91
M199 0.03 0.90
5985 0.02 0.90
7010 0.01 0.90
8465 0.00 0.90
D307 -0.01 0.90
AZ16 -0.01 0.90
AC26 -0.02 0.90
J015 -0.05 0.89
R799 -0.06 0.89
5805 -0.07 0.89
D308 -0.08 0.89
J061 -0.09 0.88
Q401 -0.10 0.88
D399 -0.10 0.88
J069 -0.10 0.88
J028 -0.10 0.88
S201 -0.11 0.88
R499 -0.11 0.88
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Table 21. Single Attribute Value Function 2 – Installation Mission Impact
PSC Spend Slope Delta – yi Attribute Score – vy(yi)
R707 -0.12 0.88
S205 -0.15 0.87
F999 -0.17 0.87
S208 -0.17 0.87
M127 -0.17 0.87
J063 -0.19 0.87
C219 -0.19 0.87
5841 -0.20 0.86
W023 -0.21 0.86
8145 -0.22 0.86
M123 -0.22 0.86
R426 -0.23 0.86
4940 -0.23 0.86
S203 -0.23 0.86
5895 -0.23 0.86
B599 -0.24 0.86
R699 -0.24 0.86
R414 -0.25 0.85
5930 -0.28 0.85
R408 -0.29 0.85
6910 -0.31 0.84
S209 -0.31 0.84
5820 -0.32 0.84
J010 -0.37 0.83
6640 -0.42 0.82
1680 -0.42 0.82
5865 -0.43 0.82
1560 -0.45 0.81
5826 -0.48 0.80
6625 -0.52 0.79
D319 -0.53 0.79
R421 -0.56 0.79
5998 -0.57 0.78
4240 -0.64 0.77
J058 -0.67 0.75
J070 -0.67 0.75
Y1AA -0.76 0.73
5995 -0.84 0.70
Z119 -0.86 0.69
7510 -0.92 0.67
Y199 -0.96 0.66
Z299 -1.19 0.56
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Appendix F. SAVF 1 Analysis
Table 22. SAVF 1 – Installation Mission Impact ($M): 51 PSCs Scoring 1.00
Type PSC PSC Description FY10-14 Spend
AFICA Z111 Z111 (MAINT-REP-ALT/OFFICE BLDGS) $ 941.06
NON AFICA 5999 5999 (MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS) $ 531.83
AFICA Z1AA Z1AA (MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE BUILDINGS) $ 290.82
AFICA Z2LB
Z2LB (REPAIR OR ALTERATION OF
HIGHWAYS/ROADS/STREETS/BRIDGES/RAILWAYS)
$ 263.25
AFICA C219 C219 (ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING- GENERAL: OTHER) $ 256.16
AFICA 7050 7050 (ADP COMPONENTS) $ 181.15
AFICA 7021 7021 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL) $ 171.84
AFICA Z1JZ Z1JZ (MAINTENANCE OF MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS) $ 170.43
AFICA 7025 7025 (ADP INPUT/OUTPUT AND STORAGE DEVICES) $ 130.34
AFICA D307 D307 (IT AND TELECOM- IT STRATEGY AND ARCHITECTURE) $ 124.06
NON AFICA 7021 7021 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), DIGITAL) $ 116.79
NON AFICA 8415 8415 (CLOTHING, SPECIAL PURPOSE) $ 108.36
NON AFICA 6350
6350 (MISCELLANEOUS ALARM, SIGNAL, AND SECURITY DETECTION
SYSTEMS)
$ 105.11
AFICA 5820
5820 (RADIO AND TELEVISION COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT
AIRBORNE)
$ 104.99
AFICA 6350
6350 (MISCELLANEOUS ALARM, SIGNAL, AND SECURITY DETECTION
SYSTEMS)
$ 90.62
AFICA 2590 2590 (MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS) $ 69.16
AFICA Z1PZ Z1PZ (MAINTENANCE OF OTHER NON-BUILDING FACILITIES) $ 37.50
AFICA 7020 7020 (ADP CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT (CPU, COMPUTER), ANALOG) $ 37.36
AFICA 7195 7195 (MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE AND FIXTURES) $ 35.45
AFICA J016
J016 (MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
AND ACCESSORIES)
$ 32.26
NON AFICA Z222 Z222 (MAINT-REP-ALT/HWYS-RDS-STS-BRDGS-RA) $ 31.97
AFICA 7290
7290 (MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL FURNISHINGS AND
APPLIANCES)
$ 29.67
AFICA D304 D304 (IT AND TELECOM- TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND TRANSMISSION) $ 29.08
AFICA 7220 7220 (FLOOR COVERINGS) $ 27.61
AFICA 5836 5836 (VIDEO RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT) $ 26.73
NON AFICA 5410 5410 (PREFABRICATED AND PORTABLE BUILDINGS) $ 26.37
NON AFICA 6515
6515 (MEDICAL AND SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, EQUIPMENT, AND
SUPPLIES)
$ 24.14
AFICA V231
V231 (TRANSPORTATION/TRAVEL/RELOCATION-
TRAVEL/LODGING/RECRUITMENT: LODGING, HOTEL/MOTEL)
$ 24.11
AFICA 4910
4910 (MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT)
$ 22.88
AFICA 7045 7045 (ADP SUPPLIES) $ 21.60
AFICA 4240 4240 (SAFETY AND RESCUE EQUIPMENT) $ 20.12
NON AFICA Y1AA Y1AA (CONSTRUCTION OF OFFICE BUILDINGS) $ 19.71
AFICA 5985 5985 (ANTENNAS, WAVEGUIDES, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT) $ 19.60
AFICA 4940
4940 (MISCELLANEOUS MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT)
$ 17.35
AFICA 2330 2330 (TRAILERS) $ 14.60
AFICA 7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) $ 14.32
NON AFICA 4910
4910 (MOTOR VEHICLE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SHOP SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT)
$ 13.96
NON AFICA Y1JZ Y1JZ (CONSTRUCTION OF MISCELLANEOUS BUILDINGS) $ 13.72
NON AFICA 7195 7195 (MISCELLANEOUS FURNITURE AND FIXTURES) $ 13.04
AFICA 7520 7520 (OFFICE DEVICES AND ACCESSORIES) $ 12.95
AFICA AZ16
AZ16 (R&D- OTHER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
(MANAGEMENT/SUPPORT))
$ 12.76
NON AFICA Y199 Y199 (CONSTRUCT/MISC BLDGS) $ 12.00
AFICA 3990 3990 (MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT) $ 10.55
AFICA 5975 5975 (ELECTRICAL HARDWARE AND SUPPLIES) $ 5.87
NON AFICA 7490 7490 (MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE MACHINES) $ 4.40
AFICA 5865
5865 (ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES, COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES AND
QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY EQUIPMENT)
$ 3.21
NON AFICA 7290
7290 (MISCELLANEOUS HOUSEHOLD AND COMMERCIAL FURNISHINGS AND
APPLIANCES)
$ 2.06
AFICA 1560 1560 (AIRFRAME STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS) $ 1.49
NON AFICA 2590 2590 (MISCELLANEOUS VEHICULAR COMPONENTS) $ 1.37
AFICA 5826 5826 (RADIO NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT, AIRBORNE) $ 1.33
NON AFICA 4120 4120 (AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT) $ (3.60)
Total: $ 4,273.50
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Appendix G. Leverage Quadrant Breakdown
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Figure 22. Leverage Partition 1
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Figure 23. Leverage Partition 2
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Figure 24. Leverage Partition 3
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Figure 25. Leverage Partition 4
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Appendix H. Multi–Attribute Value Function Scores
Table 23. Mult–Attribute Value Function (MAVF) Scores
PSC MAVF Score PSC MAVF Score PSC MAVF Score
7490 0.991 1730 0.887 6910 0.830
7025 0.973 7125 0.885 D319 0.829
5836 0.965 M119 0.883 S208 0.829
7045 0.963 C211 0.883 8010 0.827
7020 0.960 R426 0.882 F999 0.827
7021 0.960 D308 0.881 R414 0.827
7520 0.955 R699 0.880 S209 0.826
8415 0.949 Z222 0.878 1560 0.823
5810 0.937 Z111 0.878 D307 0.821
5985 0.936 Y1JZ 0.878 J063 0.821
5999 0.935 M199 0.878 5998 0.820
7050 0.934 Z1JZ 0.877 J070 0.819
7010 0.932 Z1AA 0.876 B599 0.819
AC56 0.927 R408 0.875 8145 0.815
5805 0.923 J028 0.875 W023 0.815
5840 0.922 5841 0.874 2330 0.813
V126 0.921 J065 0.873 4240 0.811
7030 0.920 6930 0.871 2590 0.808
J049 0.914 S112 0.869 7510 0.803
R706 0.912 4210 0.869 S205 0.803
D316 0.912 5340 0.868 Q201 0.802
J066 0.911 S201 0.868 Q999 0.800
R497 0.911 Z2AA 0.864 6625 0.799
AJ16 0.910 6350 0.864 C219 0.792
J059 0.909 4310 0.864 5995 0.788
5895 0.909 6150 0.862 R421 0.784
7035 0.907 L014 0.862 4920 0.763
6515 0.906 Z199 0.862 J016 0.758
4910 0.905 M127 0.861 Y1AA 0.750
3695 0.904 Q401 0.860 J015 0.748
1550 0.904 Z1AZ 0.857 5680 0.746
4120 0.904 J069 0.857 4940 0.733
V231 0.901 R425 0.857 Z119 0.730
7195 0.901 M123 0.857 Y199 0.716
AZ16 0.900 7110 0.856 1680 0.712
AC26 0.899 J041 0.855 Z299 0.664
3590 0.898 R707 0.855
5410 0.898 J061 0.852
D399 0.898 3990 0.852
J099 0.898 2840 0.851
R799 0.896 J058 0.849
6650 0.894 J010 0.849
5820 0.894 5930 0.848
5975 0.893 8465 0.847
R499 0.892 Z2JZ 0.847
7290 0.892 7320 0.844
S299 0.890 5826 0.844
S216 0.890 5865 0.844
7220 0.889 Z1PZ 0.841
D304 0.888 S203 0.835
Z2LB 0.887 6640 0.833
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Appendix I. Non–Prioritized PSC Analysis
Table 24. Non–Prioritized PSC List
PSC PSC DESCRIPTION
J042
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIP–FIRE FIGHTING/RESCUE/SAFETY EQUIP;
ENVIRON PROTECT EQUIP/MATLS
F015 NATURAL RESOURCES/CONSERVATION–WELL DRILLING/EXPLORATORY
R704 SUPPORT–MANAGEMENT: AUDITING
D310 IT AND TELECOM–CYBER SECURITY AND DATA BACKUP
W022 LEASE OR RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT–RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
6635 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES TESTING AND INSPECTION
6830 GASES: COMPRESSED AND LIQUEFIED
G002 SOCIAL–CHAPLAIN
5640 WALLBOARD, BUILDING PAPER, AND THERMAL INSULATION MATERIALS
C215 ARCHITECT AND ENGINEERING- GENERAL: PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
J060
MAINT/REPAIR/REBUILD OF EQUIPMENT- FIBER OPTICS MATERIALS, COMPO-
NENTS, ASSEMBLIES, AND ACCESSORIES
Table 25. Single Attribute Value Function 1 – Supply Market Complexity
PSC IBIS Score – xi Attribute Score – vx(xi)
J042 1.76 0.37
F015 2.01 0.46
R704 2.38 0.58
D310 2.05 0.48
W022 1.83 0.40
6635 2.45 0.60
6830 2.11 0.50
G002 1.00 0.00
5640 2.11 0.50
C215 3.89 0.89
J060 4.23 0.93
Table 26. Single Attribute Value Function 2 – Installation Mission Impact
PSC Spend Slope Delta – yi Attribute Score – vy(yi)
J042 3.81 1.00
F015 -1.06 0.62
R704 0.97 1.00
D310 0.86 0.99
W022 -0.95 0.66
6635 0.73 0.98
6830 0.56 0.97
G002 0.40 0.95
5640 0.32 0.94
C215 -3.19 0.00
J060 -1.55 0.36
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Table 27. Multi–Attribute Value Function Results
PSC MAVF Score
J042 0.697
F015 0.545
R704 0.797
D310 0.744
W022 0.534
6635 0.798
6830 0.740
G002 0.495
5640 0.728
C215 0.425
J060 0.632
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